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JURISDICTION 
West Valley City appeals from a Decision and Order issued by the West Valley 
Civil Service Commission. This court has jurisdiction over this appeal under Utah Code 
Ann. §10-3-1012.5 and UtahRApp.P.14. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Utah Code Annotated §10-3-1012.5 sets forth the scope of review of the 
commission's decision: 
Any final action or order of the commission may be appealed to the Court 
of Appeals for review. . .. The review by Court of Appeals shall be on the 
record of the commission and shall be for the purpose of determining if the 
commission has abused its discretion or exceeded its authority. 
This Court applies varying standards to determine if there has been an abuse of 
discretion: 
An abuse of discretion, therefore, is an act by a tribunal, not a standard of 
review in and of itself. A reviewing court discovers such acts by applying 
varying standards of review depending upon the error alleged For example, 
if an alleged error involves a tribunal's factual findings, a determination 
clearly within the arena of the tribunal's discretion due to its advantaged 
position to hear and see the evidence firsthand, we review the tribunal's 
factual finding using a clearly erroneous standard, giving great deference to 
the tribunal's findings .... If an alleged error involves other decisions that 
are traditionally left to the discretion of a tribunal, we will not disturb the 
tribunal's determination unless it is "arbitrary, capricious, or unreasonable." 
... If, however, a party claims that a tribunal has stepped out of the arena 
of discretion and thereby crossed the law, we review using a correction of 
error standard, giving no deference to the tribunal's legal determination. 
( citations omitted) 
Tolman v. Salt Lake County Attorney. 818 P.2d 23, 26-28 (Ut. App. 1999). A 
commission's determination of facts and the application to the law must be upheld unless 
V 
"the determination exceeds the bounds of reasonableness and rationality." Ogden City 
Corp. v. Harmon, 116 P. 3d 973 ~ 9,(Ut. App. 2005) citing McKesson Corp. v. Labor 
Comm'n, 2002 UT App 10, ,r 11,41 P.3d468. 
Here, City's arguments A, C, D, E, and G alJ involve the application of facts to the 
law and therefore the "reasonableness and rationality" review standard applies. Argument 
F involves factual determinations and should be reviewed under the clearly erroneous 
standard. Argument B purports to involve or address a legal issue, but the analysis 
involves applying facts to the law, so the reasonableness and rationality standard also 
should apply. See Salt Lake City Corp. v. Salt Lake City Civil Service Com 'n, 2006 UT 
App 47 *3. 
STATUTES AND RULES 
U.C.A. § 10-3-1012.5. Appeal to Court of Appeals--Scope of review (text in Addendum) 
STATE:MENT OF THE CASE 
The City appeals West Valley Civil Service Commission's decision overturning 
the Police Department's two-step demotion (to patrol officer) of Lt. Coyle. The 
Commission was required to answer two questions: "l) do the facts support the charges, 
and if so, 2) do the charges warrant the sanction imposed?" In re Discharge of Jones, 720 
P.2d 1356. 1361 (Utah 1986). Because Lt. Coyle did not dispute that he had committed 
two policy violations (although he did challenge the severity of those violations) the 
hearing in front of the Commission focused on the second question. Accordingly, the 
gravamen of this appeal is whether the Commission exceeded the bounds of 
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reasonableness and rationality by determining that Coyle's discipline was neither 
proportional nor consistent. 
Lt. Coyle was head of the Department's Neighborhood Narcotics Unit (NNU) 
which was disbanded in late 2012. The disbanding of the NNU was not cited as a reason 
for the disciplinary actions and was not an issue at the hearing. fu approximately March 
or early April of 2013 the Department's IA unit started an investigation after Detective 
Cowley, in an apparent attempt to mitigate his own wrongdoings, accused his fell ow 
NNU officers of misconduct. This investigation, 13-008, investigated all of the detectives 
in the unit, as well as Sgt. Johnson and Lt. Coyle. During the investigation the City 
Manager held a press conference and accused the officers of a wide range of serious 
misconduct. Unfortunately for the Manager, this investigation found, with one or two 
very minor exceptions, that the charges against the officers, including Lt. Coyle, were 
unfounded. With one exception, the detectives from the unit received only letters of 
caution. 
Apparently, because the City Manager had "promised" the public and the press 
that they would uncover wrongdoing, the department started a second IA investigation, 
13-016, into whether Sgt. Johnson and Lt. Coyle had engaged in wrongdoing as 
supervisors. This investigation took only 11 days, reviewed no new evidence and no new 
interviews were taken. Nonetheless, Chief Marx decided that there had been wrongdoing 
and eventually issued Notices of Disciplinary Decision to Sgt. Johnson and Lt. Coyle. 
R.1045-49, 1085-1089. Three policy violations for both were alleged: 1) Collecting loose 
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change from forfeited cars during clean-outs; 2) Not making sure that the Detectives 
filled out supplemental reports whenever they carried another officer's evidence to the 
evidence room; and 3) not making an entrance in the new BlueTeam Software when an 
officer took his weapon out of his holster. In addition, they found that Sgt. Johnson failed 
to prevent a detective from using a GPS tracking device without a warrant. 
As the first line supervisor, Sgt. Johnson was directly responsible for ensuring that 
supplemental reports were filled out, and for making use-of-force entries in the 
BlueTeam Software. Although he previously had been suspended, he received only an 
80 hours suspension. In comparison, Chief Marx demoted Lt. Coyle, although he had a 
stellar work history and had been told he would only receive a suspension. 
The City tried to pin all of the ills and bad publicity that the West Valley City 
Police department had been subjected to on Lt. Coyle. However, it failed to present any 
evidence of those accusations at the hearing. For example, it tried to tie DA Gill's 
dismissal of some criminal cases to Lt Coyle's failure to ensure supplemental reports had 
been completed. Yet, it presented no evidence to show why the cases had been dismissed 
and no evidence showing how often, if ever, detectives had failed to fill out supplemental 
reports. Rather, it seemed that the City wanted the Commission to find a causal 
connection based on "common sense," as it argued in its brief. City Brief, p. 44. 
The Commission appropriately refused to be swayed by this and correctly decided 
that Lt. Coyle could not be judged based on "unsubstantiated allegations of more serious 
violations." R. 1850. After carefully reviewing the actual policy violations, and finding 
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them relatively minor, or "technical," the Commission concluded that demotion was 
disproportional to the actual substantiated policy violations. It also concluded the 
discipline given to Lt. Coyle was not consistent with the discipline given to Sgt. Johnson. 
The evidence presented at the hearing unquestionably shows that this decision did not 
exceed the bounds of reasonableness and rationality. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
This Statement will focus on those facts which were at issue in the Civil Service 
Hearing and try not to repeat factual recitations contained in the Argument section. All 
references to the record will be: "R . " 
1. Lieutenant Coyle had a stellar service record with the Department. 
As the City conceded in its closing argument, Lt. Coyle had a stellar record with 
the department. R 1784, 1822. Lt. Coyle first went to work as a police offer with the 
Sandy City Police Department. Four years later, in the summer of 2000, he applied for 
and was hired by West Valley City Police Department ("WVCPD" or the "Department"). 
Lt. Coyle worked for the first 1 ½ years as a patrol officer on the graveyard shift. He 
then went to work at the Olympic hockey venue at the Maverick Center. After the 
Olympics he applied for and was given a position with DEA metro narcotics. 
The DEA metro narcotics force is made up of officers from various agencies 
throughout the Salt Lake Valley, including DEA agents and supervisors, and investigates 
high level drug distribution cases. R. 1644. Lt. Coyle remained in the DEA task force for 
three years, often working as an undercover agent. R. 1645. Even though he was in the 
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DEA task force, Lt. Coyle remained a WVCPD employee. He left the task force in 
approximately June of 2006 when he was promoted to sergeant and assigned to 
WVCPD's investigation bureau or department. R. 1647. 
Although he had never served in a supervisory capacity, WVCPD did not provide 
Lt. Coyle with any specialized training or schooling to prepare him for his new position. 
R. 1647-68. His only preparation for the position was to spend a day shadowing the 
outgoing sergeant. R. 1648. Lt. Coyle was over the Special Victims unit investigating 
domestic violent crimes and adult and child sex crimes. He supervised eight detectives. 
R 1648-49. 
After two years, in approximately June 2008, Lt. Coyle tested for and was 
promoted to lieutenant. R. 1649. Again, the Department did not provide him with any 
sort of training or schooling. R. 1648. He was not even given a copy of his job 
description. R. 1649, 890-92. Lt. Coyle's first assignment was in the Patrol division. R. 
1649. He was there for 18 months and then transferred to the Neighborhood Narcotics 
Unit ("NNU") in early 2010. R. 1650. Again, the City provided no specialized training or 
instruction and even failed to give him a copy of a policy manual prepared for the NNU. 
R. 1651, 1430. To learn about the unit, Lt. Coyle had to rely on the expertise of Sgt. 
Hanson. R. 1651. Hanson was later replaced by Sgt. Johnson. R. 1652. 
The unit was small, comprised of Lt. Coyle, Sgt. Johnson and anywhere from 4 to 
7 detectives. Detective Frausto, who was the asset forfeiture specialist, also reported to 
Lt. Coyle for a time. R. 1653. Lt. Coyle reported first to Captain Schwemmer (who was 
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acting Police Chief during the first half of2012) and then to Assistant Chief Wells. It 
was Lt. Coyle's practice to meet regularly with these supervisors to keep them informed 
of the operational status of the unit. R 1654-55. Lt. Coyle testified that although they 
were housed in the Police Department, neither Chief Schwemmer nor Chief Wells ever 
came down to the unit to meet the detectives or check on things. R 1656. 
Lt. Coyle generally started working at around 8:00 a.m. and would work until 5 or 
6:00 p.m. R 1657. Sgt. Johnson and the detectives usually started work after him and 
would work into the evening, after Lt. Coyle had left. R 1657. However, Lt. Coyle would 
come back to work if they had to serve a search warrant or the like, as a majority of the 
search warrants were served at night. R 1657-58. Sgt. Johnson was the first line 
supervisor, and responsible for assigning cases to the detectives and following up to make 
sure the cases were being worked. R 1659-60. His responsibilities also included 
ensuring the detectives adequately documented the handling of evidence, and when 
BlueTeam Software was in use, he was charged with docwnenting when a detective 
withdrew their gun from their holster. R 1349-51. When Sgt. Johnson first started, Lt. 
Coyle met with him to discuss the management of cases, including doing random audits 
of the detective's case loads. R. 1659-60. Lt. Coyle and Sgt. Johnson developed a training 
program and manual to help detectives newly assigned to the NNU unit understand how 
to perform their job. R. 1662-1664. Lt. Coyle also developed a system for tracking 
operations and he regularly held progress update meetings with the unit. R. 1665-1666. 
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The Department repeatedly recognized Lt. Coyle' s superior performance through 
commendations and consistently gave him excellent performance reviews. R. 893-898, 
899-904 907-914, 915-21, 922-68. In July of 2011, Captain Schwemmer summarized Lt. 
Coyle's performance as follows: 
Over this past year I have relied on John heavily to improve the 
functioning of the Neighborhood Narcotics Section and he has not 
disappointed. Johns' knowledge and skills in narcotics investigations, 
combined with his outstanding supervisory skills have greatly benefitted 
the department. R. 921. 
2. IA investigation 13-008 is prompted by accusations made by Detective 
Crowley. 
In late November of2012 Detectives Cowley and Salmon (who had been 
detectives in the NNU) were involved in a shooting during a drug investigation. This 
apparently led to the disbanding ofNNU in November of 2012. R. 1234-35. 
Importantly, neither the Cowley/Salmon shooting nor the disbanding of the unit were part 
of the allegations that were subsequently investigated and were not mentioned as a basis 
or even contributing reasons for the discipline given to Lt. Coyle. The members of the 
unit, including Lt. Coyle, were assigned to other units and continued to work for the 
Department. 
Although it was never fully explained during the hearing, in early 2013 the 
Department's Internal Affairs ("IA") unit began investigating Detective Cowley. In the 
course of that investigation Detective Cowley apparently accuses everyone in the NNU of 
engaging in improper and/or illegal conduct. R. 110, 1235, 1239. These accusations lead 
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to IA conducting a NNU-wide investigation which was given the number 13-008. R. 988. 
Each of the detectives in the unit (Salmon, McCarthy, Frausto, Franco, Smith, and Lund) 
is ultimately investigated and interviewed by IA, as are Sgt. Johnson and Lt Coyle, 
during late March through early April, 2013. See for example R. 292-430 (interview of 
Coyle dated 4/4/2013) (R.292-403). See generally WVC exhibits, 11-18 and 21 (R. 451-
491, 556-565, 504-555, 566-616,617-650, 651-657, 658-712, 713-756, 757, 761, 790-
844). 
3. Before the IA investigation is completed the City Manager holds a press 
conference and then starts a new investigation. 
Starting in late March, City Manager Wayne Pyle begins meeting regularly 
(sometimes every few days) with Chief Schwemmer, Chief Quinlan, Chief Powell, and 
Chief Marx (who has been assigned to make the final decision on any discipline). R. 
1491, 1580-81.1 During these meetings Mr. Pyle receives regular updates on the 
investigations and what has been learned. R. 1486. In early April, before the IA 
investigation and the report(s)2 issued, Mr. Pyle decides to hold a press conference. At 
that conference Mr. Pyle announces: "An internal audit of the police department, now 
disbanded narcotics unit, unearthed a number of problems, including mishandling of 
evidence, booking evidence without proper documentation, as well as the possibility of 
missing drugs and money." R. 1482, 997. He also says that "officers also improperly used 
1 According to Chief Marx it was these persons who made the decision in late February to direct 
IA to start the 13-008 investigation. R. 1581. 
2 There was actually one report for each person investigated by IA. However, these reports were 
duplicative and only Lt. Coyle's was introduced as evidence. WVC Exhibit 1, R.106-186. 
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confidential informants, some of whom may have been undocumented immigrants." Id. 
Virtually all of these accusations were later found to be untrue. A few days after the 
press conference, Lt. Coyle and the other members of the disbanded NNU (who had been 
successfully performing other jobs within the Department) are placed on administrative 
leave. R 1486, 1682. This too is announced in a press release. R 999. 
Lt. Merritt, who is in charge of the IA investigations, issues his reports, including 
the one on Lt. Coyle, on or about May 5, 2013. R.1493, R 106-186. The IA report(s) 
does not draw any final conclusions, but a careful reading strongly suggests that the 
accusations of wrongdoing made by Detective Crowley are not substantiated by the 
evidence. R.106-186. The "preliminary'' fmdings from IA report 13-008 are apparently 
shared with Manager Pyle who, according to Chief Marx, starts "putting pressure" on the 
Department. R 1493, 1587. This leads to the Department, with Manager Pyle's 
approval, starting a second investigation, IA 13-016, on or about May 30, 2012. R.1001. 
This investigation is limited to "supervisory issues" pertaining to Sgt. Johnson and Lt. 
Coyle. R. 1001, 1340. Lt. Coyle is not told about this new investigation until after it is 
completed. R. 1686. 
4. IA investigation 13-008 finds only minor problems in the unit. 
The IA reports from Lt. Merritt, along with the transcripts of the interviews, are 
then sent to Chief Powell and Chief Quinlan (Powell testified at the hearing, but Quinlan 
did not). Chief Powell is assigned Detectives McCarthy, Frausto, Smith and Lund, Sgt. 
Johnson and Lt. Coyle. R. 1308. Chief Quinlan is assigned Franco and Salmon. R. 1005. 
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Chief Powell then goes through a process that he calls an "adjudication" which involves 
reviewing the IA reports, reading the transcripts of the interviews, and making a 
discipline recommendation. R. 123, 1241. 7. Although unsure about the date, Chief 
Powell recalls starting his review prior to May 30, 2013. R.1340. Chief Powell prepares a 
separate memorandum for each officer addressed to Chief Marx. The one he prepares on 
Lt. Coyle is Coyle Exhibit 26, RI006-1015. These memorandums review and 
summarize the evidence for each charge of misconduct, and set forth a determination as 
to whether the charges are substantiated, unfounded or exonerated. Chief Powell's 
memorandums also recommend whether the officer should be disciplined. R 1241-43. 
According to the City's time table these "adjudications" are completed by late June/early 
July of 2013, R 1005, 1006-1015, 1055-1065. 
The specific allegations of wrongdoing that were part of IA 13-0083 are with one 
exception, not important, as they were not included in Lt. Coyle's Notice of Discipline. 
R. 251-254. The one exception was the taking of loose change from vehicles. However, 
every officer, including Sgt. Johnson and Lt. Coyle are "exonerated" on that charge as 
Chief Powell concludes that there were extenuating circumstances, R 1251-52. These 
circumstances include: the lack of any written policy; that the unit was following well 
established procedures; the vehicles had been forfeited to the Department and anything 
inside them was the property of the Department; and the process was overseen by the 
3 These included such things as misusing illegal immigrants as informants, using a tracking 
device without a warrant, and extorting information from informants by confiscating and holding 
their cell phones and ID cards without booking them into evidence. 
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asset forfeiture specialist, Detective Frausto. R.1253-54, 1316-19. Chief Powell 
determines, with but one or two minor exceptions, that all of the other charges against 
officers, are unfounded.4 R. 1338-39. This includes all of the charges against Sgt. 
Johnson and Lt. Coyle. R.1006-1017, 1055-1064. In his recommendation on Lt. Coyle, 
Chief Powell writes: 
Based on the above information, it is recommended that no further action be 
taken and that no discipline be imposed on Lieutenant John Coyle for the 
above allegations. It is recommended that a specific policy and procedure be 
established, along with formal training, by the department referencing the 
handling of seized vehicles and their preparation for auction." R.1014. 
Chief Powell recommends that five of the six officers (McCarthy, Frausto, Smith, 
Sgt. Johnson, and Lt. Coyle) not be given any discipline. R. 1312. 1316. 1317-20. 1321-
23, 1323-26, 1327-1334. He does recommend that Detective Lund should receive a letter 
of counsel for taking a CD from a vehicle. R. 1320. After Chief Powell finishes, the 
Police Standards Review Board is asked to re-review the allegations contained in IA 13-
008 against the officers. This review takes place in mid-July and with the exception of 
Det. Franco, who had misused the GPS tracking device, the Board recommends that none 
of the officers be disciplined. R 872-78. 
Chief Powell's memorandums from IA 13-008 are then sent to Chief Marx 
sometime in July or August. After reviewing them, Chief Marx issues a Notice of Pre-
Disciplinary meeting to each officer. Each Notice includes a summary of the officer's 
4 Det. Franco admitted to using a GPS tracker without a warrant and was given a 40 hours 
suspension. R. 1333-34. Det. Lund admitted to taking a CD, R. 13232. 
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disciplinary history5, a recitation of the charges against the officer and sets up a time for 
the officer and Chief to meet. 6 The Chief meets with each detective, and after doing so, 
issues a Notice of Disciplinary Decision to each. With the exception of Franco, who used 
the tracking device (without Lt. Coyle's knowledge), none of the other officers receive 
significant discipline. McCarthy, Frausto, Smith and Lund (who took a CD) are given 
letters of counsel. Rl 144, R1099-1101,l 127-29, 1112-1115. Although Chief Powell 
meets with Lt. Coyle sometime after July 1, Chief Marx does not meet with either Lt. 
Coyle or Sgt. Marx in regard to IA 13-008. R 1687. 
5. IA 13-016, takes place in secret. 
During Lt. Coyle's July meeting with Chief Powell in regard to IA 13-008, Chief 
Powell tells Lt. Coyle that there is another investigation taking place, IA 13-016. R 1687. 
However, Lt. Coyle is not given any other information about this "new" investigation, 
even when he texts Chief Marx to find out what is happening. R 1040, 1689. 
What Lt. Coyle does not know is that IA has already completed this "new" 
investigation by the time he meets with Chief Powell. No new interviews are done and 
apparently no new evidence is reviewed. Lt. Coyle is not told what is being investigated, 
is also not interviewed and is not asked to respond to any questions or issues that might 
have been raised. R.1684. IA report 13-016 is completed and issued on June 10, 2013, 11 
5 The disciplinary history for each officer is accurately set forth in the Commission's Decision, 
at 1840-1842, and will not be repeated here. Sgt. Johnson had previously been suspended for 40 
hours for neglect of duty. R. 1079-1082. 
6 The Notices of Pre-Disciplinary meetings are at: Franco- R. 1096-1098, Lund-R.1108-1111, 
Smith, R. 1123-26, McCarthy R. 1140-43, and Franco, R. 1159-64. 
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days after the "investigation" began. R. 187-213. The Department does not give a copy 
of the investigation to Lt. Coyle. R.1684-85. IA report 13-016 is then sent to Chief 
Powell for his review. R. 1272. Powell's reviews7 are completed by August 5, 2-013 and 
are sent to Chief Marx. R. 1274, 224-236. Unlike his previous adjudications on 13-008, 
Chief Powell is instructed by the City's counsel not to make any disciplinary 
recommendations. R.1345-46. Chief Powell also does not meet with Lt. Coyle to discuss 
his findings and conclusions, as he had done with IA 13-008. R 1689. 
This new report, IA13-016, is reviewed by the Police Standards Review Board on 
August 8, but Lt. Coyle is not allowed to attend the meeting. The Board recommends that 
Lt. Coyle be demoted. R 881. The Board splits as to Sgt. Johnson, with 5 members 
recommending suspension and at least 1 member recommending termination. R 881, 
1085 
6. The Department disciplines Lt. Coyle much most severely. 
After receiving Chief Powell's memorandums, Chief Marx issues a Notice of Pre-
Disciplinary hearing to Sgt. Johnson and a few days later to Lt. Coyle. R 1034-1038, 
1083-1084. Lt. Coyle meets with Chief Marx on August 22, 2013. A partial transcript of 
the meeting is at R. 404-450. This is Coyle's first opportunity to explain his side of the 
story. Chief Marx later admits that Lt. Coyle took responsibility for not verifying various 
7 Powell actually does two reviews, one on Lt. Coyle and one on Sgt. Johnson. R. 224-236, 237-
249. 
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activities engaged in by detectives and for not following up better with Sgt. Johnson. R. 
1224-26. 
While waiting to hear back from Chief Marx, Lt. Coyle and Chief Marx exchange 
a series of text messages. R.1039-1044. In those messages, Chief Marx. tells Lt. Coyle not 
to worry and that he was considering giving him 160 hours off without pay and putting 
him on probation for 1 year. He also tells Lt. Coyle that he could use PTO to cover most 
of those hours. R. 1044. 
Chief Marx then meets with Manager Pyle who apparently strongly recommends 
against a suspension. R. 1649. Chief Marx issues his Notice of Disciplinary Decision to 
LT. Coyle on August 28, 2014. R. 251-254. Instead of a suspension, Chief Marx. demotes 
Lt. Coyle two ranks, to patrol officer. Chief Marx also issues a Notice of Disciplinary 
Decision to Sgt. Johnson on the same day. R. 1085-89. Although Sgt. Johnson was the 
first line supervisor and directly responsible for supervising the detectives, and had a 
prior major discipline, he is not demoted or put on probation, but is only given 80 hours 
off. R.1089. 
The Notice of Discipline is somewhat lacking in detail as to what misconduct was 
upheld. However, at the hearing, Chief Marx testified to three basic issues. First, that Lt. 
Coyle failed to ensure that when detectives carried evidence over to the evidence room 
they recorded this either in a supplemental report or on the original report - a violation of 
Policy 804.3. (Property Handling). R. 1553-1554. Second, that Lt. Coyle failed to make 
sure that whenever a detective pulled his weapon out of his holster that this was recorded 
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in BlueTeam Software, which became operational the summer of 2012, shortly before the 
unit was disbanded (Policy 1021.2.1 Blue Team Software, and 300.5 Supervisor 
Responsibility). R 1554- 1556. And finally, that Lt. Coyle allowed detectives to take 
loose change when cleaning out confiscated vehicles and use it to purchase soda (Policy 
804.3 Property Handling.) R.1548. See also: City's closing argument summarizing the 
allegations. R 1778. The allegations against Sgt. Johnson were the same, except he was 
also found to have knowingly let a detective use a GPS tracking device without a warrant 
(or failed to report it). R 1347-50. 
A detailed discussion of each of these allegations is set forth in Argument sections 
A, D, E, and F and will not be repeated here. Suffice it to say that Sgt. Johnson was 
primarily responsible for ensuring evidence was properly booked into evidence and 
documented, and was the supervisor who was supposed to make entries into BlueTeam 
Software. R 1351-52. Additionally, in regard to the evidence handling, the City presented 
no evidence as to how often, if ever, detectives had failed to note in a supplemental report 
that the evidence was being carried over by a different detective. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT8 
Argument A: The City contends the Commission failed to address two Policy violations 
cited in the Notice of Discipline. This is not correct. Policy 300.5 (Supervisory 
Responsibility) is discussed and addressed by the Commission in conjunction with its 
8 The City has labeled their arguments A through G. The same nomenclature is used in this 
brief 
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discussion of policy 1-21-.2.1 (BlueTeam Software.) The other policy, 340.3.5 
(Conduct) is addressed both in the Commission's Statement of Facts and in its Analysis. 
Argument B. The City first argues that Chief Marx should have been allowed to testify 
as to matters in certain sealed exhibits. However, the City agreed to ~eal those exhibits, 
not refer to them during the hearing, and to have the Commission review them in camera. 
The City also argues that the Commission made certain errors regarding rulings on 
hearsay. However, it has not made a record sufficient for this court to determine if 
harmful error occurred. 
Argument C. The City also argues that the Commission did not address a separate basis 
for the disciplinary decision - not taking personal responsibility. This argument is not 
availing as "responsibility" was not cited as a reason for the demotion. 
Argument D. The City also contends the Commission erred by not considering dismissal 
of cases by the DA. However, as the Commission correctly found no evidence linking 
the dismissal of cases to Lt. Coyle's conduct was ever presented. 
Argument E. The City argues that the Commission should have found a violation of 
804.3 because the NNU collected change from forfeited vehicles during clean-outs. The 
Commission did not err as it reached the same conclusion as the City did when it 
exonerated Lt. Coyle on that charge. 
Argument F: The City argues that the Commission erred by finding that the violations 
that were sustained were "technical." To the contrary, the Commission was doing 
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exactly what it was supposed to do in determining the proportionality of the discipline by 
assessing the severity of the misconduct and at all times acted within its discretionary 
authority. 
Argument G. The City challenges the finding of the Commission that the discipline was 
neither proportional nor consistent. However, when the evidence is marshaled there is 
more than substantial evidence to support the Commission's findings. 
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A. 
ARGUMENT 
TIIE COMMISSION ADDRESSED ALL OF THE POLICIES CITED BY 
MARX. 
The City argues the Com.mission erred by failing to consider each and every 
reason why Chief Marx demoted Lt. Coyle. Specifically, the City claims the 
Commission failed to make findings of fact on Lt. Coyle's violation of Policy 300.5 
(Supervisor Responsibility) and "did not include in the 'Conclusion and Order"' that Lt 
Coyle violated Policy 340.3.5 (Performance). Neither contention has merit. 
Contrary to the City's argument, Policy 300.5 is discussed both in the 
Commission's Findings of Fact (112, R.1844-45) and again in Section Il of the Analysis 
(R.1848). 9 In both instances this discussion is necessarily combined with a review and 
discussion of Policy 1021.2.1 (BlueTeam Software). This is because the alleged 
misconduct- failing to ensure the NNU detectives documented in BlueTeam Software 
each time they displayed10 a firearm- implicates both policies. Policy 1021.2.1 required 
that all uses of force, including displaying a weapon, be separately documented in 
Blue Team Software. However, there is no language in policy 1021.2.1 requiring the 
supervisor to ensure his subordinates utilize the software. However, Policy 300.5 
requires that the supervisor "(f) [r]eview and approve all related reports" regarding the 
9 The Commission's written findings are titled "Decision and Order" (hereinafter "Decision"). R. 
1831-1854. The Decision is divided into an: Introduction; Standard of Review; Summary of 
Evidence; Findings of Fact Relevant to Misconduct ("Findings of Fact"); Analysis (which has 
three subparts); and a two paragraph summary titled "Conclusion and Order." 
10 Display of a firearm meant that the firearm was withdrawn from the holster. 
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use of force. R. 253. As Chief Marx testified, Lt. Coyle violated Policy 1021.2.1 by not 
verifying all uses of force (i.e. the display of weapons) were properly documented in 
BlueTeam Software. R.1556. In other words, by allegedly not fulfilling his 
responsibilities under 300.5(f), Lt. Coyle violated policy 1021.2.1. 
The City's closing argument clarifies that Lt. Coyle's violation of Policy 300.5 is 
not separate from the violation of Policy 1021.2.1. The only argument made by the City 
that those two policies had been violated was Lt. Coyle's failure to ensure his detectives 
were making an entry in BlueTeam Software whenever a weapon was displayed. The 
City made no separate argument regarding a different violation of Policy 300.5. R. 1778. 
In Harmon, 116 P .3d at 973, the commission apparently ignored or did not discuss a 
separate and distinct allegation of misconduct - being untruthful du,ring an interview -
which was different than the other allegations of wrongdoing (sexually oriented 
horseplay, urinating in a bottle, etc). That was not the case here with Policy 300.5. The 
Commission specifically addressed the Policy in both its Statement of Pacts and its 
Analysis. 
The City also alleges the Commission failed to address whether Lt. Coyle violated 
Policy 340.3.5 (Performance), because the Policy is not specifically referenced in the 
Conclusion and Order section of its Decision. This argument puts form over function. 
Policy 340.3.5 reads as follows: 
(aa) Any other on-duty or off-duty conduct which any employee knows or 
reasonably should know is unbecoming an employee of the Department or 
which is contrary to good order, efficiency or morale or which tends to reflect 
unfavorably upon the Department or its members. 
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In paragraph 13 of its Findings of Fact, the Commission analyzed additional facts which 
went to the issue of compliance with Policy 340.3.5. Rl845-6. Not coincidentally, the 
paragraph is titled "Lt. Coyle failed to comply with WVCPD 340.3.5(ab11) Performance." 
These facts included the length of Lt. Coyle's service, the lack of training he received 
when promoted, the lack of supervision he received, proactive steps taken by Lt. Coyle to 
ensure compliance with department goals, as well as his failure to regularly audit his 
Sergeant and detectives. Rl845. The Commission then analyzed whether Policy 340.3.5 
had been violated in Section II of the Analysis (R.1847-1849), which, also not 
coincidentally, is titled (emphasis added): 
SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE EXISTS TO SUPPORT THE ALLEGATION 
THAT LT. COYLE VIOLATED THE WEST VALLEY POLICE 
DEPARTMENT POLICY 804.3 PROPERTY HANDLING, 
340.3.S(AB) CONDUCT [sic], 300.5 SUPERVISOR 
RESPONSIBILITY, 1021.2.1 BLUE TEAM. 
The Commission starts its analysis, in the first paragraph, by correctly stating that 
its review of the facts is limited to Chief Marx's findings in the Notice of Disciplinary 
Decision. R 251-254. In the next sentence the Commission reiterated that Chief Marx 
sustained violations of a number of policies including 340.3.5. R1847. The Commission 
then spends two pages discussing the three specific areas of Lt. Coyle's alleged 
wrongdoing or misconduct- 1.) failing to ensure the detectives were adequately 
documenting the chain of custody when delivering evidence to the evidence room; 2.) 
keeping change from forfeited vehicles; and, 3.) failing to document the display of 
11 The reference to policy subsection "ab" as opposed to" aa" is apparently a typo. 
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weapons in BlueTeam Software. In doing so, the Commission acknowledges that Lt. 
Coyle did not ensure that adequate documentation of evidence handling occurred, and 
that BlueTeam Software was not adequately utilized. In fact, the only allegation it found 
had not been violated pertained to the cleaning out of seized vehicles. Rl849. If that 
were not enough, the Commission also discusses these policy violations in Section III of 
the Analysis, in the context of discussing whether demotion was warranted. R 1849-1852. 
Granted, there is not a separate analysis of how Lt. Coyle violated Policy 340.3.5, 
but this is because there was never any distinct, separate, or unique conduct ( or 
misconduct) which allegedly violated just Policy 340.3.5. The Notice of Disciplinary 
Decision only ties one allegation of misconduct- the keeping of change from forfeited 
vehicles - to a specific policy violation (Policy 804.3 (Property Handling)). R25 l. The 
remaining allegations of misconduct are lumped together in a single paragraph starting at 
the bottom of the first page. R.251. This paragraph is followed by a section labeled 
"Conduct" which states that the allegations are sustained because the conduct violates 
Policies 340.3.5, 300.5 and 1021.2.1, without differentiating which conduct violated 
which policy. R. 252. Moreover, at the hearing when Chief Marx was asked what conduct 
violated Policy 340.3.5 he did not testify about any specific misconduct, but rather stated 
"Performance is a bit of a catchall. It basically deals with the conduct in the fact that, as 
a supervisor, he had a lot more responsibility." R.1554 (Lines 14-18). 
In short, the Com.mission's Decision carefully examined each and every allegation 
of wrongdoing set forth in the Notice of Disciplinary Decision, and found that Policy 
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340.3.5 had been violated. R1847. In light of this extensive discussion and specific 
fmdings, the failure to specifically reference Policy 340.3.5 in the last two paragraph s of 
its Decision is a mere oversight and does not alter the Commission's conclusions. State v. 
Evans, 2001 UT 22, 1120, 20 P.3d 888. 
B. THE C01\IIM.1SSION DID NOT ERR IN ITS EVIDENTIARY RULINGS OR 
IN REQUIRING PROFERS OF CERTAIN TESTIMONY. 
1. The City agreed that matters in protected exhibits would not be the subject 
of testimony at the Hearing. 
The City first argues that the Commission erred by prohibiting Chief Marx from 
testifying about matters contained in exhibits that were subject to a Protective Order. 
This is important, claims the City, because Chief Marx's decision was based at least in 
part on testimony of subordinate detectives that Lt. Coyle was not working 40 hours and 
was playing video games. This argument fails for two reasons. First, the City did not 
object to certain exhibits being subject to a protective order and agreed that the witnesses 
would not testify about matters contained in those exhibits. Second, any testimony about 
Lt. Coyle not working sufficient hours or playing games is irrelevant, as such alleged 
misconduct is not contained in the Notice of Disciplinary Decision and was therefore not 
admissible. Fierro v. Park City Municipal Corporation. et al, 295 P.3d 696 (UT App. 
2012). 
Each of the members of the NNU were interviewed during IA investigation 13-
008. The transcripts of those interviews became part of the City's exhibits. See WVC 
Exhibits 11-18 and 21, R.492-844. Because the allegations against Lt. Coyle involved 
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his failure to adequately supervise the detectives and the sergeant, it would have been 
expected that all or some of the detectives would have been called to testify. Ultimately, 
however, all of the detectives and Sgt. Johnson invoked their Fifth Amendment right not 
to testify. R. 1362-63, 1376, 1379-80, 1431-1432, 1442, 1640. This deprived Lt. Coyle 
of the ability to cross-examine those officers, and he moved to strike Exhibits 11-18 and 
21. R. 81-83. This motion was denied by the Commission. R. 1457. 
At approximately the same time, an attorney for Detective Salmon moved to have 
all of these IA interviews subject to a Protective Order. R. 86-89.12 The City did not 
object to this motion stating that the "documents may be protected and viewed in-camera 
.... " R.1459. The Commission granted the third-party motion and made Ex. 11-18 and 
21 subject to a protective order which prohibited the content of the documents being 
discussed during the public hearing. R. 1464. The City also knew and agreed that if it 
wanted to refer to testimony in those transcripts it needed to direct the Commission to 
specific portions of those records and the Commission would then have reviewed them in 
private. R. 1766, 1. 21- 17671.1; see also R.1635, I. 12-19. Indeed at one point during 
cross-examination, Manager Pyle started to testify about things that might be in an IA 
interview and the City objected to the testimony. R. 1502, 1.1-14. And, per the 
Commission's instruction, at the conclusion of the hearing the City actually submitted to 
12 At the time of the hearing District Attorney Sim Gill was still investigating the shooting that 
involved two of the NNU detectives, Salmon and Cowley. The IA interviews at issue were all 
given under a Garrity warning, and Salmon and the other officers were concerned that if the 
transcripts interviews were made public, those interviews might be used in a criminal 
prosecution. Presumably the officers refused to testify for the same reason. 
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the Commission those portions of the sealed exhibits it wanted the Commission to 
review. R 90-91. 
By not objecting to sealing the transcripts of the IA interviews, and agreeing that 
there would be no testifying about the transcripts' content during the hearing, the City 
waived any claim that it was prejudiced when Chief Marx was prohibited from testifying 
about matters in those documents. Tschaggenv v. Milbank Ins. Co. 2007 Uf 37, ,I 12, 
163 P.3d 615,619. Moreover, the City failed to make any sort of proffer on the record 
(or in written form) as to what evidence it was precluded from eliciting from Chief Marx. 
Because of this, it is precluded from raising the issue on appeal. Downey State Bank v. 
Maior-Blakenev Corp .. 578 P.2d 1286, 1288 (Utah 1978), State v. King. 2010 Uf App 
396,248 P.3d 984, 996-97. 
Additionally, the evidence that the City claims Chief Marx would have testified 
about- comments that Lt. Coyle was not working 40 hours and played video games - was 
irrelevant and it would have been prejudicial for the Commission to have considered it 
because it is totally absent from the Notice of Disciplinary Decision given to Lt Coyle. 
R 251-254. As the Court in Fierro v. Park City Municipal Corporation. et al, 295 P.3d 
696 (Ut App. 2012), ,l21, held, the Commission did not have the authority to "consider 
other evidence concerning acts that do not "relate[] to the cause for discharge."" 
2. The Commission did not err in ruling on hearsay evidence. 
The City contends that the Commission erred by "repeatedly sustaining 
objections." City's Brief, p. 41. Presumably the City is referring to hearsay objections, as 
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it discusses how such testimony should have been admitted under the fairness rule. Id. 
But with the exception of three examples discussed below, the City does not refer to any 
specific objections and rulings. Additionally, during the hearing, the City never made a 
proffer of the testimony it contends should have been admitted. This leaves the Court 
with no ability to consider whether the Commission's rulings were prejudicial. State v. 
Dunn, 850 P.2dl201, 1208-09 (Utah 1993); Blackv. Hennig, 2012 UT App 259,286 
P.3d1256, 1263, reh'g denied {Nov. 26, 2012), cert. denied, 300 P.3d 312 (Utah 2013). A 
blanket assertion that the Commission erred by repeatedly sustaining objections is not 
significant. 
The City does refer to three instances which it contends are examples of improper 
evidentiary rulings. However, in none of the instances did the City create a record by 
proffering the testimony it believes would have been elicited by its question. At R 1302, 
1. 15-218, the Commission sustains an objection to the following question to Chief 
Powell: "Can you give us one specific example, without naming a person's name, of 
course, but one thing that stands out in your mind?" R. 1294, 1. 10 - R 1294, l. 1. After a 
lengthy discussion the objection is finally sustained. R. 1302, 1.1- 1304, 1. 19. The City 
does not proffer any evidence as to the answer it was trying to elicit. At R. 1422, 1.25-
R 1423, 1.1, the Commission sustains an objection to a question directed to Chief Russo: 
"How has it - - in your discussion with those troops, how has it affected them?" R. 1420, 
1. 13-15. Again, the City does not proffer the answer it expected to be given and simple 
says "I have no further questions for the witness."" R. 1423, L.2-3. 
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The City's claim of error in regard to Chief Marx is even more tenuous. At R. 
1564 Chief Marx answers in the affirmative that he was under the impression other 
officers lost confidence in then Lieutenant Lt. Coyle. R 1564, 1.2-6. He then is asked: 
"How did you come to that?" R. 1564, 1. 7. Lt. Coyle objects, primarily for lack of 
foundation stating "he needs to explain who he talked with, when he talked to them, what 
he said, what they said." R 1564, 1. 11-21. This objection is sustained, and the City 
simply moves on; it does not try to lay adequate foundation nor does it ever proffer what 
it had hoped Chief Marx would say. R 1564, 1. 22- R 1565, 1. 2. 
The City does try to argue that this testimony would have gone to the "loss of 
public trust and impact on WVCPD morale." City's Brief, p. 42. Again, however, this 
does not cure the City's error in not creating a record sufficient for this Court to review. 
Moreover, the City did put on considerable testimony about public trust and morale so 
even if an adequate record existed, the City would be hard pressed to argue that it was 
prejudiced by these rulings. For example, the sustained objection to the question posed to 
Chief Powell came after he had testified about "community concern" and "frustration" 
and even anger being expressed by the community. R 1294, 1. 12-24. Similarly, Chief 
Russo was allowed to testify at length about the negative media coverage, and 
interactions with community members who demanded accountability. R.1418, 1. 14-
R.1420, 1.4. The other witnesses called by the City, Manager Pyle and Chief Marx also 
were allowed to testify about the negative impacts to and concerns of the Community. R. 
1480, 1561-62, R.1564, 1.24-1565, 1.12. Indeed the City's closing argument emphasized 
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that each one of its witnesses testified about the impact on the public's trust and 
confidence. R.1782, L.12-21. 
Even had the City created an adequate record for this Court to review, it could 
have shown any sort of prejudice, as the Commission let in other testimony about loss of 
public trust and morale. 
C. THE COMMISSION ADDRESSED ALL OF THE REASONS ClllEF 
MARX CITED AS GROUNDS FOR DEMOTING LT. COYLE. 
The City next argues that the Commission failed to consider another reason why 
Lt. Coyle was demoted-that he failed to take personal responsibility. City Brief, p. 43-
44. The City tries to equate this to the commission in Harmon failing to consider whether 
Hannon had lied when being questioned. The flaw in this argument is that the failure to 
take personal responsibility is not cited by the Chief as a reason for the discipline. R. 251-
254. In contrast, in Harmon the allegation of untruthfulness was cited by the chief in a 
memorandum summarizing Harmon's violation. Hannon. ,r 14. Here, Chief Marx simply 
says, at the end of the discipline letter, that he was dismayed by what he thought was a 
lack of acceptan~e by Lt. Coyle. R. 254. However, this comes after he has already set out 
the specific instances of misconduct and policy violations that form the basis for the 
discipline and he does not state his dismay is tied to any policy violation or is a basis for 
his decision. 
·Additionally, in Harmon the Chief testified that dishonesty was an additional basis 
for his decision. Harmon, ,r 14. That did not occur here. Chief Marx was asked during 
direct examination about the statement of dismay contained in the discipline notice. He 
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explained why he had written it but importantly did not testify that it was a basis for his 
decision or constituted a policy violation on the part of Lt. Coyle. R. 1558. This is 
similar to the situation in Salt Lake City Corp. v. Salt Lake City Civil Service Com 'n. 
2006 UT App 47, where the court concluded that because the processing and distribution 
of peyote was not cited by the police chief as a basis for the officer's termination, the 
Commission was not obligated to specifically address that issue. Id *3. Because Chief 
Marx did not cite what he viewed as a lack of personal responsibility as a basis for his 
disciplinary decision the Commission was not obligated to consider and address it as a 
separate factor. 
Even if assuming responsibility had been a basis for the discipline (which the City 
tries to make a "credibility'' issue, City Brief, p. 43), the evidence shows Lt. Coyle did 
take responsibility and was truthful. Marx testified that at Lt. Coyle's pre-determination 
meeting, Lt. Coyle took responsibility for not verifying things had been done. He further 
acknowledged that at the pre-disciplinary meeting, while taking responsibility Lt. Coyle 
acknowledged that he should have followed up with Sgt. Johnson better, admitted he had 
made mistakes and had been working to make changes. R.1624-1626, 404-450 (partial 
transcript of Pre-Disciplinary hearing). Manager Pyle, who carefully reviewed all of the 
investigative documents, also acknowledged that Lt. Coyle recognized he could have 
done a better job of managing Sgt. Johnson. R.1507. Similarly, Chief Powell testified that 
Lt. Coyle did not hide what had occurred and, for example, admitted that he had taken 
loose change from vehicles. R.1326 
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Lt. Coyle' s testimony at the hearing also shows he was straightforward and 
responsible. He admitted in his testimony there were problems in the unit, R. 1643, and 
that he should have done more to manage Sgt. Johnson (held more meetings, had stricter 
guidelines, etc.). R. 1690. He also made no attempt to avoid responsibility on the two 
sustained charges. He admitted he should have been more vigilant about the 
documentation on handling evidence, R.1704, and explained that he was not trying to 
excuse what had happened. R. 1701. Finally, he also readily admitted he had not verified 
BlueTeam Software was being used correctly. R. 1713. 
In short, the Commission did not need to separately consider the issue of "personal 
responsibility" as it was not a reason given to support the discipline. Moreover, even if it 
had, the testimony clearly indicated Lt. Coyle had taken, and was continuing to take, 
responsibility for the problems in the unit. 
D. THE CITY FAILED TO PUT ON EVIDENCE LINKING THE DISMISSAL 
OF CASES WITH THE ALLEGED MISCONDUCT. 
The City also contends that the Commission erred by "failing to consider dismissal 
ofNNU criminal cases ... " The basis for this argument is the City's contention that 
"common sense dictates that when dozens ofNNU cases are dismissed there is a thread 
of connection, and that the chain-of-custody was broken is that thread." In other words, 
even though the City failed to present any evidence as to what cases were dismissed, or 
which detectives handled those cases, or most importantly why the cases were dismissed, 
it believes that the Commission should have assumed there was a causal connection. And 
even more importantly, should have used this unsubstantiated assumption of a causal link 
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to support the proportionality of the discipline given to Lt. Coyle. Such a contention is 
not supportable. Indeed, if the Commission had made a decision based on an unfounded 
assumption, as the City says it should have, it would have been acting outside its 
authority and/or abused its discretion. Intermountain Health Care, Inc. v. Board of 
Review of Industrial Commission, 839 P.2 841,847 (Utah 1992)("Nor may the [medical] 
panel base its conclusions on the assumption of facts not in evidence."). 
The Commission was very aware the media reported that DA Gill had dismissed a 
large number of cases originating from the Department. These dismissals are referred to 
in both the City's opening statement and closing argument. Rl212, 1782-83. 
Additionally, during the hearing a number of witnesses testified about cases being 
dismissed. For example, Chief Powell discussed that the dismissal of cases was included 
in his report to Marx. R 224-236. Chief Marx also discussed his concern about the 
dismissal of cases. R 1542. Chief Russo even testified that he had heard of the dismissal 
of cases before he took the job as Chief of Police. R. 1418. Indeed, two of the 
Commissioners even confirmed they were aware that cases had been dismissed. R 1566-
69. 
However, what was missing from the City's presentation was any evidence linking 
those dismissals to the misconduct alleged in the Notice of Disciplinary Decision - that 
the detectives did not properly handle evidence-which was explained in the Notice as a 
failure to write supplemental reports when a detective carried sealed evidence to the 
evidence room for another detective. R 1282. Theoretically, the failure to write 
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supplemental reports might have been the reason for the dismissals, but the City did not 
offer any evidence, either by the way of testimony or documents, that revealed this link. 
To be clear, this is not an argument over whether there was sufficient evidence or 
substantial evidence to show the connection. Rather it is undisputed that there was no 
evidence whatsoever introduced. 
The City does contend the Com.mission refused to hear testimony on the 
dismissals because it was hearsay. Again, the City makes this blanket statement without 
referencing the record, or otherwise supporting this assertion. Moreover, the City never 
asked even one witness why the cases were dismissed. And the only objection sustained 
by the Commission about the dismissed cases is when the City asked Chief Marx what 
impact the dismissals had on the department. R. 1565. Even if Marx had been allowed to 
answer there still would be no evidence showing why the cases were dismissed. 13 The 
City also contends there was credible evidence of why the cases were dismissed because 
Lt. Coyle admitted in his IA interview that an Assistant DA told him she had dismissed a 
case he was involved with. City's Brief, p. 44, R.427-428. However, that case involved a 
suspect who had assaulted Lt. Coyle with a knife, and had nothing to do with the 
handling of evidence. Further, the Assistant DA never told Lt. Coyle why the case was 
dismissed, and told him "I wanted to let you know that you did excellent work on it. I 
had no problems with anything in that report." R.428. This does not amount to credible 
13 And at the risk of being repetitive, the City did not at any point attempt to proffer testimony 
which went to the reasons why the cases were dismissed. 
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evidence, let alone any evidence, showing that cases were dismissed for evidence 
handling issues. 
Lastly, the City makes the statement that '"causation' is not a proper standard 
here, and no one could have required the DA to testify on the exact reasons for the 
dismissals ... " City's Brief, p. 44. This statement is nonsensical. The Commission did 
not rule that the City had to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that there was a causal link. 
Rather, it said that there had to be some evidence to support the link before it could make 
such a finding. And finally, even if the DA's testimony was not appropriate, the City 
could have presented some official documentary evidence which showed the linkage. 
In sum, the Commission did not err in not using the dismissal of the cases by the 
DA as a basis for upholding the demotion. There was simply no evidence, hearsay or 
otherwise, to support the connection. 
E. THE COMJ.\flSSION REACHED THE SAME CONCLUSION AS THE 
CITY DID - THAT LT. COYLE SHOULD NOT BE DISCIPLINED FOR 
THE CHANGE ISSUE. 
The City contends that the Commission abused its discretion because it claims in 
the Findings of Fact it found Lt. Coyle violated Policy 804.3 (Property Handling) by 
allowing loose change to be collected from seized vehicles, but in Section II of the 
Analysis it reached the opposite conclusion. Even if it is assumed, arguendo, that such a 
dichotomy could be an abuse of discretion, the City misreads the Commission's Decision. 
The facts pertaining to the handling of the loose change are set forth in paragraph 11, 
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which is titled "Lt. Coyle failed to comply with WVCPD Policy 804.3 Property 
Handling:" However, paragraph 11 deals with two separate allegations regarding 
property handling - the loose change and the failure to complete supplemental reports 
when transporting evidence. R 1843-44. While the Commission determined that Lt. 
Coyle had not violated Policy 804.3 regarding the loose change, it did fmd that Lt. Coyle 
violated Policy 804.3 by not ensuring supplemental reports were written when evidence 
was transported. R.1847-48. Accordingly, the first sentence of paragraph 11 stating that 
Policy 804.3 has been violated is accurate, although perhaps it would have been more 
clear if the loose change issue had been addressed separately. This minimal lack of 
drafting exactitude hardly rises to the level of an abuse of discretion. 
Moreover, the City's argument that the Commission wrongly concluded that the 
handling of the loose change did not violate Policy 804.3 is without merit as that is 
virtually the same decision the WVPD reached. 14 As set forth in the Facts, one of the 
allegations investigated in IA 13-008 was the collecting of loose change when seized 
vehicles were cleaned out. R 1250-51. A separate IA report was prepared on each officer 
and then sent Chief Powell to review. Rl237-38, 1241-42. After examining all the facts 
uncovered in the IA investigation, Chief Powell "Exonerated" Lt. Coyle on the loose 
change charge: 
All members of the Neighborhood Narcotics Unit acknowledged that the 
loose change found while preparing seized vehicles for auction was used to 
14 The City has failed to marshal the evidence supporting the decision of the commission and 
this Court should decline to consider the merits of its argument that the Commission erred in 
finding no violation of Policy 804.3. Lowrey v. Worlforce Appeals Bd., 2011 UT App 240,262 
P.3d 825, 826. 
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buy drinks. No one knew of anyone using it for personal gain. This was an 
ongoing practice and they did not know when it was started. It had been 
around since long before they were assigned to the unit. It was an accepted 
practice. 
R.220. As Powell testified, the conclusion that the person was "Exonerated" meant that 
while the event occurred there "was some level of extenuating circumstances that led to 
that act actually occurring." R.1251-52. Chief Powell explained some of the extenuating 
circumstances. First, the Department did not have, and still doesn't have, a policy 
regarding the clean out of vehicles. R.1253-54. Second, it appears that the Department 
was advised by outside counsel during the investigation that because of the lack of 
written policy and with no supervisory guidance, the participating detectives (which 
included Lt. Coyle) "could not be disciplined." R 1316. 15 Third, the vehicle clean-outs 
were overseen by Detective Frausto, who was assigned to asset forfeiture - he processed 
the forfeiture paperwork and documented that process. R. 1317. 16 Fourth, at the time they 
were cleaned out the cars belonged to WVPD, and anything inside the car becomes the 
property of West Valley City. R.1318-19, 1408.17 
It was for these reasons that Chief Powell "exonerated" Lt. Coyle on the charge of 
improper conduct vis-a-vis collecting change from the cars.18 Indeed, Powell not only 
15 Ironically, outside counsel that advised the City regarding this non-policy violation was Snow, 
Christensen & Martineau, the firm which, in the City's brief, is now contending that Lt. Coyle 
did violate policy 804.5 and should be punished for doing so. 
16 Lt. Coyle testified that he and the NNU detectives were asked by Frausto to assist with the 
clean outs because of the number of cars that were seized. R.1718. 
17 The testimony regarding forfeiture of the property inside the vehicles came from Chief Russo. 
18 In addition, as the Commission found, Lt. Coyle testified that his supervisor Chief knew that 
the NNU was doing cleanouts and in fact was notified whenever one was to occur. R.1721-22. 
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exonerated Lt. Coyle of these charges, but the other members ofNNU he reviewed, 
including Detective Frausto, who was primarily responsible for the clean-outs. R. 1360, 
1319-20, 1321-23, 1323-26, 1055-1064, 1102-1107,1116-1122, 1130-1139. And Chief 
Quinlan exonerated Detective Franco and Salmon on the same issue. R.114 7-1158, 1171-
1177. In short, IAB-008 and the WVPD exonerated the entire NNU on collecting change 
from forfeited vehicles. 
hnportantly, as Chief Powell explained, an officer who is exonerated on a charge 
is typically not disciplined. R.1316.Chiefs Powell and Quinlan were not alone in 
exonerating Lt. Coyle and the other detectives of wrongdoing on the loose change charge. 
The City's Police Standards Review Board ("PSRB") also reviewed the loose change 
charge, and it too exonerated Lt. Coyle, Sgt. Johnson, and the rest of the NNU detectives. 
R.870-881, R.1268. 
In short, after a thorough review of all of the IA 13-008 investigations, and a re-
review by the PSRB, the Department and the City concluded there was no wrongdoing by 
Lt. Coyle or anyone else in regard to the handling of loose change. Notwithstanding this 
conclusion, Chief Marx repackaged the charge in the Notice of Disciplinary Decision, 
under the guise of poor supervision. R. 251-252. However, since the Department had 
already concluded that there was no wrongdoing, it makes no sense to fmd that there was 
some failure of supervision. The evidence cited by the Commission - that Lt. Coyle 
followed past practices, there was no specific policy governing the activity, it was 
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administered by a specialized individual, and was done openly, 19 fully support its 
conclusion that Lt. Coyle did not violated Policy 804.3. 
F. THE COMMISSION'S FINDINGS REGARDING THE SEVERITY OF 
THE VIOLATIONS. 
The City next argues that by labeling the policy violations as "technical" the 
Commission abused its discretion. Quite truthfully the City seems to be arguing two 
things at once. On the one hand it contends the Commission first decided the violations 
were technical and this distorted how it interpreted the facts pertaining to the misconduct. 
City Brief, p.48. On the other, it contends the Commission misinterpreted the facts to 
conclude the violations were ''technical". City Brief, p.49-50. Obviously both 
propositions cannot be true. Moreover, what the City is really arguing is that the three 
specific factual findings made by the Commission are incorrect: First, that Lt. Coyle was 
only negligent in failing to ensure that Policy 804.3 (Property Handling) was followed in 
regard to detectives carrying evidence to the evidence room. City Brief, p.48, RISSO; 
that there was no evidence showing that Lt. Coyle's failure to ensure supplemental 
evidence reports were written actually undermined the morale and effectiveness of the 
police department and public confidence. City Brief, p.48; Lt. Coyle's negligence in not 
ensuring BlueTeam Software was always used was mitigated by the fact that it was a 
19 The City claims that the Commission abused its discretion in part because Det. Frausto 
testified in his IA interview that he had raised the question of the clean-out practice with Lt. 
Coyle. Actually, Franco testified that he did not feel anything inappropriate was occurring, and 
simply stated he felt there should be a written policy in place. R. 653. 
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recently enacted policy, Sgt. Johnson was primarily responsible for the entries, and Lt. 
Coyle was following a well-established prior policy. 
It is necessary to address a preliminary matter before specifically addressing these 
three factual findings or conclusions. The City first objects to the Commission describing 
the policy violations as "technical" because it claims technical violations of a statute or 
rule must be "harmless error." City Brief, p.47. The City is misconstruing how the term 
is used by the Commission and also bases its' argument on a case, Brunson v. Bank of N. 
Y. Mellon, 2012 UT App 222, if3, 286 P.3d 934, which simply doesn't stand for the 
proposition for which it is cited. The Commission was using the term "technical" or 
"technical in nature" in the context of discussing whether the discipline was proportional 
to the misconduct proved by the City. In doing so, it necessarily had to describe the 
severity of the misconduct. As explained in Harmon. 116 P.3d 973 (UT App 274, ifl), " . 
. . tenuous evidence of misconduct may tip the balance against termination." See also 
Lucas v. Murray City Civil Service Com 'n, 949 P.2d 746, 762 (Utah App. 1997) (looking 
at the severity of the misconduct.) In short, the Commission was using the term as an 
adjective to describe what it had determined was the severity of the misconduct, and not 
as a legal term to describe whether something was harmless error. The Brunson court 
used the term "technical violation" in much the same way - to simply describe the level 
of severity of the failure to comply with certain notice requirements under the Rule 7 of 
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. While the court does discuss "harmless error" in the 
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same paragraph it does not use the term to define ''technical violation" and in fact 
actually defines harmless error using other terminology. Brunson, ,13. 
The City faces a stiff burden to successfully challenge the findings made by the 
Commission regarding the misconduct. First, the City has "a duty to marshal all of the 
evidence supporting the findings and show that despite the supporting facts, the 'agency' 
findings are not supported by substantial evidence."20 Lowrey v. Workforce AR,peals Bd., 
2011 UT App 240, 262 825, 826, citing Road Runner Oil. Inc. v. Board of Oil, Gas & 
Mining, 2003 UT App 275 ~ 10, 76 P.3d 692. Moreover this Court should give "great 
deference" to the Commission's factual fmding, reviewing them under the clearly 
erroneous standard. Tolman v. Salt Lake County Attorney, 818 P.2d, 23-26 (Ut App 
1991). 
The City's first factual challenge is that the Commission improperly determined 
that Lt. Coyle was negligent in allowing the handling of evidence to be inadequately 
documented. 21 The City argues that he acted willfully or knowingly. The marshaled 
20 The burden of the City in this case might be even greater. The Rules of the Commission 
provided that the grievant had to prove his case by a preponderance of the evidence. Rule 7. 
However the City agreed that because it was a discipline matter it would go first and had to 
prove that the misconduct had occurred and that demotion was the proper discipline. See the 
statement of City attorney Eric Bunderson who at the beginning of the hearing stated: "And the 
City will begin with an opening statement. And we'll proceed according to the rules, but exactly 
reversed all the way through." 
21 The City contended, though no evidence was every offered to show that it occurred, that after 
the detective in NNU had packaged up all of the evidenced, one detective would gather up not 
only his/her packaged evidence but also that of another detective and carry it to the evidence 
room in the other building. Since a different officer was carrying over the evidence either the 
first officer should have noted it in the original report, or the detective carrying the evidence 
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evidence supports the negligence finding made by the Commission. First, the City never 
presented any evidence that showed whether the failure to document the carrying of 
evidence by someone other than the original detective was a one-time occurrence, or had 
occurred more than once. Secondly, Lt. Coyle did not admit that he knew adequate 
documentation had not occurred but still allowed it to continue. Rather, what he said was 
that he knew on occasion officers carried over evidence for each other, although he had 
never actually seen it happen. R. 1745. He also testified he did not know that when 
another detective carried the evidence this was not being documented, either in the 
original report or in a supplemental report. R. 1702-03, 1745-46. As Chief Marx 
acknowledged, Lt. Coyle worked during the daytime and many of the drug busts and 
handling of the evidence occurred at night, after he was off duty. R. 1576. Sgt. Johnson 
was the supervisor on duty at night, and it was his primary responsibility to ensure that 
the detectives properly filled out their reports. R. 1574-75. 
So, contrary to the City's assertions, what Lt. Coyle failed to do was to ensure that 
Sgt. Johnson was properly supervising the report writing and handling of the evidence. 
Lt. Coyle took full responsibility for this and acknowledged that he should have been 
more vigilant. R. 1704. In sum, there was not a knowing or intentional violation by Lt. 
Coyle, but rather a negligent failure to properly monitor the sergeant who had primary 
responsibilities. In short, Lt. Coyle failed to do what a "reasonable and prudent person 
should have filled out what they referred to as a supp or supplemental report. See Lt. Coyle's 
testimony R.17002-03. 
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would have done under the circumstances." State v. Chavez, 605 P.2d 1226, 1227 (Utah 
1979). In other words he acted negligently, as the Commission correctly found. 
The City also argues the Commission's conclusion that Lt. Coyle's violation of 
804.3 (Property Handling) was wrong because it was not consistent with the factors cited 
in Harmon, 116 P.3d 973 at 274. First, these factors are simply that, factors which other 
courts have considered, and are not a four part test that must be analyzed.22 Additionally, 
they are helpful in determining whether discipline is proportional and not in determining 
the severity of the actual misconduct. However, even if it is appropriate to use those four 
factors in determining the severity of the misconduct, the City's argument is still less than 
convincing. 
First, as discussed above, the conduct of Lt. Coyle was not done willfully or 
knowingly, but negligently, so the fourth factor actually weighs in Lt. Coyle's favor. 
And, contrary to the City's argument, there is no evidence to support a finding that the 
offense adversely affected the public's confidence. Yes, as cited by the City, several 
individuals did testify about public concern with the Department and issues of morale. 
But none of those witnesses testified that it was the specific misconduct at issue - failure 
to ensure that supplemental reports were written - that affected public concern. In fact, 
Chief Marx's testimony about calls on corruption had to do with the patrol division, and 
not in regard to Lt. Coyle. R 1562. Similarly, Manager Pyle testified only in general 
terms about people being concerned about the goings on in the police department as a 
22 Of course, _in that same paragraph the Harmon court talks about other factors that could be 
considered, one of which is the severity of the misconduct. 
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whole. R. 1480. Similarly, Commissioner Attridge also made a general comment about 
citizens expressing concerns - but again it was not tied to Lt. Coyle or even the NNU. R. 
1295. The only testimony which even comes close to being about Lt. Coyle is when 
Chief Marx testified that the detectives in the NNU were demoralized. But the way the 
question is phrased, his answer may be referring to being demoralized because the unit 
had been disbanded, which was not part of the accusations against Lt. Coyle. R. 1263. 
Similarly, the news article referenced by the City does not report on the failure to 
document evidence handling. Even the ones dealing with DA Gill's dismissal of cases 
quote him as saying it was because of concerns about officer credibility - and not 
because of a failure to file supplemental reports. R. 862. 
In 2012 and 2013 the WVPD was undoubtedly under considerable scrutiny. It had 
failed to solve the killing of Susan Powell, and her husband, who many thought was 
guilty, ended up killing himself and his two sons. And then in November of 2012, there 
was the shooting and killing of Danielle Willard by a Detective Cowley. However, Lt. 
Coyle was not involved in these events, and they were not at issue in his discipline. And, 
although these events may have affected public confidence, they cannot be blamed on Lt. 
Coyle and used, as the City would like, to find that his misconduct was severe. Even if it 
is assumed, arguendo, that there was a loss of public confidence in Lt. Coyle's unit, it 
was most likely fueled by Manager Pyle, who before the IA reports were finished held a 
news conference in April of 2013 to announce that there had been mishandling of 
evidence, possibly missing drugs and money, detectives keeping trophies and the misuse 
of confidential informants. R. 861, R. 1481-85. The City cannot attempt to justify its 
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discipline of Lt. Coyle based on its own press conference blunder that stirred up public 
sentiment with false accusations. 
The City also has failed to marshal the evidence to dispute the Commission's 
finding that Lt Coyle's violation of Blue Team Software Policy was not severe. Rather it 
raises a new argument for the first time on appeal (City Brief, p. 49-50) - that the failure 
to document use of force might cause problems in the future - and therefore it should not 
be considered. Patterson v. Patterson, 2011 UT 68, ~ 17, 266 P.3d 828. Moreover, the 
argument is based on pure speculation - that the failure to document displays of weapons 
in BlueTeam Software might be fodder for lawsuits. Pure speculation is a slim reed upon 
which to judge the severity of an action. 
In contrast, the facts presented to and considered by the Committee mitigate Lt. 
Coyle's failure to make sure Policy 1021.2.1 (BlueTeam Software) was followed 
whenever a detective removed the detective's weapon from the holster. First, the policy 
had just come into effect and training had occurred a few months before the NNU was 
disbanded. R. 1709. Second, the unit was documenting all uses of force incidents. R. 
1714 Third, the preceding policy did not require separate documentation23 simply for 
withdrawing the weapon, and it was a long-standing practice in the unit not to document 
displays of weapons. R. 1712-13. Fowth, it was actually Sgt Johnson's responsibility to 
document in BlueTearn Software when an officer displayed his weapon. R. 1351. Fifth, 
23 It was undisputed that the officers would document in the Spillman system when they drew 
their weapons. The issue was that after BlueTeam Software went into effect such actions were 
supposed to be documented in both systems. 
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under Lt. Coyle's direction, the NNU dramatically increased its documentation with 
regard to use of force incidents over what had been done under previous supervisors. R. 
1713-14, 1716. 
The factual determinations made by the Commission regarding the two 
substantiated items of misconduct are sound and based on substantial evidence. There is 
no basis for this Court to find that the Commission's decisions were erroneous. 
G. THE COMMISSION DID NOT ERR IN FINDING THAT THE 
DISCJPLINE WAS NEITHER PROPORTIONAL NOR CONSISTENT. 
1. The Commission correctly found that demotion was not proportional to the 
actual violations. 
Finally, the City argues the Commission erred in finding that the discipline the 
City imposed was neither proportional to the misconduct nor consistent with the 
discipline given to other officers. R. 18491853. As the Commission understood, the 
question of whether the charges warrant the sanction breaks down into two sub-questions: 
"First, is the sanction proportional; and second, is the sanction consistent with previous 
sanctions imposed by the department pursuant to its own policies." Kelly v. Salt Lake City 
Civil Service Com 'n, 2000 UT App 235, ~ 2, 8 P.3d 1048. Importantly, the review of the 
Commission's final decision regarding the discipline is limited to detennining if the 
Commission abused its discretion or exceeded its authority. Nelson v. Orem City, Dept. 
of Public Safety. 2012 UT App 147, 278 P.3d 1089, n. 5. While the City clearly would 
have liked a different decision from the Commission, there is sufficient evidence to 
support the Commission's conclusions. 
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The City fails to distinguish between the two sub-questions in its argument. The 
"Second" and "Sixth" points on pages 52 to 53 of the City's brief go to the 
proportionality issue and will be addressed first. 24 The Second point made by the City is 
that "good or even excellent evaluation cannot save a failure to supervise especially when 
Harmon factors are met." This contention distorts the Commission's review, and is based 
on a faulty premise - that the "Harmon factors" have been met (see Argument F). Ogden 
City Corp v. Harmon. 116 P.3d 973 ,118 (2005 UT App 274). First, by way of 
background, there is no question that Lt. Coyle had an excellent reputation and excellent 
service record during his 14 years with the Department. As the Commission noted, his 
record was devoid of prior discipline ( except for a letter of reprimand for a traffic 
accident) and he had been quickly and repeatedly promoted until he was given 
responsibility over the NNU. He received positive feedback from his supervisors, 
Captain Schwemmer and Chief Wells, and the last review he received, in 2011, which 
rated him as "outstanding," reads in part: 
The past year John took over a unit that was struggling in the area of 
teamwork. He's done an excellent job building the unit into a cohesive group, 
improving morale and productivity by providing positive training and growth 
expenences. 
R 1737, 1734-39, 893-968. fudeed, the City best summed up Lt. Coyle's service record 
by admonishing the Commission in its closing argument: 
I urge you not to allow yourself to be dazzled by what Mr. Coyle has 
presented as a stellar record. 
24 Lt. Coyle does not challenge that demotion was within the range of possible disciplines if the 
charges against him had been upheld. He will therefore not address the "First" declaration made 
by the City. City Brief, p. 52. 
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R. 1784, 1822. 
There is no evidence that the Commission allowed Lt. Coyle's stellar service 
record to trump or defeat anything. Rather, the Commission simply considered his 
service record and compared it with what it considered to be tenuous or "technical" 
violations of policy. The Commission first explored what amounts to the three 
allegations of wrong doing, and in doing so determined that only two were sustained. As 
discussed in Argument F, the Commission then correctly determined that Lt. Coyle's 
violations of those policies were not severe but relatively minor, or technical. R 1847. 
Only after completing this analysis does the Commission then examine Lt. Coyle's 
service record, finding that his history was "positive and indicated that he was a valued 
and contributing employee." R. 1852. The Commission then did exactly what the courts 
in both Harmon and in Nelson have discussed, balance the actual sustained charges along 
with Lt. Coyle' s actual service record: 
The Commission now applies the principles described in Nelson (Supra) to 
the present case. The Commission concludes that despite giving deference to 
Chief Marx, given Lt. Coyle's otherwise positive record, the evidence 
presented to the Commission at the hearing of the technical policy violations 
does not justify a demotion given that the violations were to the cause of the 
loss of public confidence in WVCPD and did not undermine employee 
morale as they were not willful. 
R. 1852. 
Granted, someone else might reach a different conclusion. In fact, as pointed out 
by the Commission (R. 1852), Chief Marx who made the ultimate decision, texted Lt. 
Coyle "I don't want you to worry more. I am considering a 160 hour suspension, you will 
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keep your rank and be on probation for 1 year." R.1044. It was only after talking with 
Manager Pyle that this was rejected. Even though reasonable minds might come to a 
different conclusion, the Commission's decision is simply not outrageous nor an abuse of 
discretion. 
The City also argues that "proportionality is not defeated by the factors cited in 
Harmon." City, Brief, p. 53. This sentence makes little sense. What the City is really 
contending is that the Commission has miss-analyzed the factors set forth in Harmon. 25 
This is really just a repeat of its prior argument (Argument F) and will therefore only be 
touched upon briefly. What the City continues to do is blame Lt. Coyle for all of the 
problems and concerns that were surrounding the police department during 2012-2013. 
This, however, is akin to blaming someone for the sins of his or her father. What the City 
has failed to do is analyze the misconduct that was actually proved, against the factors set 
forth in Harmon. For example, Chief Marx did talk about receiving phone calls from 
citizens, but it was in the context of talking about his duties as head of the Patrol division, 
and not in relationship to Lt. Coyle's alleged policy violations. R. 1562. 
The Commission correctly understood that the discipline levied against Lt. Coyle 
must be viewed in terms of the actual violations that had been found: 
The Commission agrees that supervisors are held to higher standards, 
however the violations of policy sustained by the Commission are technical 
in nature and by themselves without.the heightened scrutiny that WVCPD 
25 These factors are: (a) whether the violation is directly related to the employee's official duties 
and significantly impedes his or her ability to carry out those duties; (b) whether the offense was 
of a type that adversely affects the public confidence in the department; (c) whether the offense 
undermines the morale and effectiveness of the department; or (d) whether the offense was 
committed willfully or knowingly, rather than negligently or inadvertently. Harmon, ,r 18. 
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and the NNU were under due to the unsubstantiated allegations of more 
serious violations, do not bring dishonor to WV CPD or undermine the public 
trust. 
R. 1850.26 The Commission did just that and was not swayed by unsubstantiated claims 
of"hellfire and damnation." 
2. The Commission also correctly found that demotion was not consistent 
with the discipline given to other detectives. 
The Commission started its discussion on consistency by noting that "[t]he facts of 
Lt. Coyle's violation are the same or similar underlying fact and violations for many of 
the members of the NNU. Foremost among them is Sgt. Johnson." R. 1852. The 
Commission then goes on to carefully explain that Sgt. Johnson and Lt. Coyle were found 
to have violated the same policies, and that Sgt. Johnson had "front line' responsibilities 
for supervising the detectives and worked the same shifts as they did. Id. The 
Commission then notes that Sgt. Johnson had a prior major discipline of 40 hours for 
neglect of duty. However, Sgt. Johnson (who had an additional charge related to the 
unlawful use of a GPS device) received only 40 hours off and was allowed to retain his 
rank. The Commission also discussed how the detectives in the unit also had prior 
disciplinary histories but received only minor discipline, such as letters of counsel for 
four of the five detectives.27 In comparison, when it came to Lt. Coyle, despite his 
26 The City again raises the issue that Lt. Coyle acted knowingly or willfully. City Brief, p. 53. 
As discussed in the prior section the Commission found that this was not the case and his 
conduct was at worst negligent. 
27 One detective, Franco did receive a 40 hour suspension, for using a GPS tracking device 
without a court order. This action violated the individual's right to due process. R. 1572, 1165-
1170. However, the City acknowledged that Lt. Coyle had no knowledge this had occurred. R. 
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exemplary employment history, the City demoted him two ranks for at most, the same 
conduct. ht short, after examining the entire situation, the Commission concluded that 
demoting Lt. Coyle was inconsistent with the treatment of Sgt. Johnson and the other 
members of the unit. 
The City tries to counter this by arguing that neither Sgt. Johnson nor the NNU 
detectives were "similarly situated" to Lt. Coyle. City Brief, P. 52-3. This is absurd; 
particularly in regard to Sgt. Johnson who had direct responsibility for supervising the 
detectives. R.1349. As such, Sgt. Johnson was primarily responsible for seeing that 
evidence was properly booked into the evidence room (and documented) and was the 
supervisor who was supposed to make the entries in BlueTeam Software and then bring 
the entries to Lt. Coyle's attention. R. 1351-52. As with Lt. Coyle, Sgt. Johnson was also 
charged with the same violations but in addition was charged with misconduct arising out 
of Detective Franco's illegal use of a GPS tracking device. R 1347, 1350, 1572. ht short, 
it is hard to imagine that there could be someone who could have engaged in conduct 
more similar to that of Lt. Coyle than did Sgt. Johnson. Kelly v. Salt Lake City Civil 
Service Com'n, 2000 UT App 235, ,r 27, * P.3d 1048 (Chiefs action was consistent with 
the treatment of other officers for similar or more egregious conduct.) 
It was very appropriate for the Commission to compare Sgt. Johnson and Lt. 
Coyle. htdeed, had it failed to do so, it would have been acting unreasonably. And 
certainly the Commission's determination that the discipline given to Lt. Coyle was not 
1333. Importantly, Chief Marx did find that Sgt. Johnson knew about the use of the tracking 
device and failed to stop it or report. R. 1081-1089 
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consistent with Johnson's discipline is not an abuse of discretion. Indeed, at least one 
member of the Public Service Review Board, which looked at both officers as part of its 
review of IA investigation 13-016, actually recommended more severe punishment for 
Sgt. Johnson than for Lt. Coyle. R. 881. 
Comparing the discipline given to the other detectives in the unit with the 
discipline given to Lt. Coyle was also appropriate and proper. All of the detectives as 
well as Sgt. Johnson and Lt. Coyle were the subject of IA investigation 13-008. All of 
them were investigated for having violated the same policies. And, with but one or two 
minor exceptions, all of the charges against the detectives and supervisors were either 
unfounded or exonerated. R. 1338-1339. In short, the Department failed to find any 
significant wrongdoing among members of the unit. As such, it is inconsistent for the 
City to levy major discipline on Lt. Coyle, which the City insisted was for his failings as 
a supervisor, when the people he was supervising were not found to have committed any 
serious wrongdoings and received "slaps" on the wrist. 
The Commission correctly reviewed the evidence in concluding the discipline 
given to Lt. Coyle was simply not consistent with the other disciplines that were levied. 
The Commission's decision did not "exceed[ ] the bounds of reasonableness and 
rationality." Salt Lake City Corp. v. Salt Lake City Civil Service Com 'n, 2006 UT App 47 
*3 quoting King v. Industrial Comm'n.850 P.2d 1281, 1286 (Utah Ct.App.1993). 
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CONCLUSION 
The City's appeal should be denied and the Decision and Order of the Civil 
Service Commission upheld. 
DATED this 6th day of November, 2014. 
HOL75,LLC 
~----;,· -.___,-~,,___-_·-.-✓L. I 
~A - , - ~r7"~t _,,..-·---J~--=---
. ErikStrind15erg 
Attorneys for Respondent John-Coyle 
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U.C.A. 1953 § 10-3-1012.5 
§ 10-3-1012.5. Appeal to Court of Appeals--Scope of review 
Any final action or order of the commission may be appealed to the Court of Appeals for 
review. The notice of appeal shall be filed within 30 days of the issuance of the final 
action or order of the commission. The review by Court of Appeals shall be on the record 
of the commission and shall be for the purpose of determining if the commission has 
abused its discretion or exceeded its authority. 
ADDENDUMB 
@ 
@ 
WEST VALLEY CITY CML SERVICE COMMISSION 
In the Matter of the Appeal of: DECISION AND ORDER 
Officer John CoYle 
INTRODUCTION 
During a two day hearing on January 27 and 28, 2014, the above entitled matter came 
before the West Valley Civil Service Commission ("Commission") for a hearing to review a 
decision issued by the West Valley City Deputy Police Chief Larry Marx: C'Chief Marx") to 
demote Lieutenant John Coyle (Lt. Coyle") to the rank of officer. Chief¥arx' decision to 
demote Lt Coyle followed a pre disciplinary hearing which was conducted by Chief Marx on 
August 22, 2013 pursuant to the West Valley City Civil Service Commission Rules and 
Regulations ("CSC Regulations")§ 6.6- ''Pre--Tennination hearing." Chief Marx' decision to 
demote Lt. Coyle was issued August 28, 2013, for failure to supervise based allegations of policy 
violations including West Valley Police Department Policy 804.3 Property Handling, 340.3.5 
(ab) Conduct, 300.5 Supervisor Responsibility, 1021 J..1 Blue Team Software. 
Lt. ~oyle timely filed a fonnal notice of appeal of Cbief:M;arx' decision to remove him 
from his office as a Lt. by demoting him to the rank of officer to the West Valley Civil Service 
Commission in writing on September 4, 2013. The City timely filed the requixed Statement by 
the Department on September 11, 2013. Lt. Coyle filed the required Statement by Appellant on 
November 5, 2013. 
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The Commission issued four interim and summary orders one denied Lt Coyle's Motion 
to Strike City's Exhibits 11-18 and 21 a second denied a renewed Motion to Strike City's 
Exhibits 11-18 and 21. The Commission granted Lt. Coyle's motion to close the.hearing then 
withdrew that decision when Lt. Coyle withdrew the motion. The Commission granted the third 
party motion to for protective order for City's Exhibits 11-18 and 21 and Lt Coyle's 
corresponding exhibits. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The Commission may hear appeals ·-orterinhiations, demotions (a removal from office), 
and suspensions"for periods longer than 3 ·days or 24.working hours from West Valley Police and 
Fire personnel. Utah Code Ann.§ 10-3-1012; West Valley City Civil Service Commission Rules 
and Regulations. §7 .1. An appeal may be made following issuance of a "disciplinary order.,, 
West Valley City Civil Service Commission Rules and Regulations§ 7.3. There is no specific 
fonn or requirements for the· Hdisciplinary order." 
There are two basic issues for the Commission to consider when reviewing a decision to 
discipline or tenninate an employee: 1) whe~er· sufficient evidence exists to support the 
allegation of employee misconduct; a.11d 2} whether the charges-warranted the sanction. Ogden 
. City Com. v. Hannon, 2005 UT App 274. PIO (Utah Ct. App. 2005) (citing Kelly v. Salt Lake 
City Civil Serv. Comm'n, 2000 UI' App 234, Pl 6, 8 P3.d 1048.), Nelson v. Orem.City, Dep't of 
Pub. Safety, 2012 UT App 147, P19-P20 (Utah Ct. App.'2012). I~ the case ofan appeal to a 
civil service commission, the commfssion "shall fully hear and detennine the matter." Utah 
Code Ann. § 10-3-1012(2). Under CSC Regulations § 7. 14 Burden of Proof- the standard of 
review to be applied in this case is ccpreponderance of the evidence." Thus the Commission 
applies the upreponderance of the evidence" standard to the question of whether sufficient 
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evidence exists to support the fmd.ings in Chief Marx' August 28, 2013 "Notice of Disciplinary 
Decision" demoting Lt. Coyle. 
In determining whether the charges warrant the sanction Utah Courts have set forth two 
elements: "First, is the sanction proportional; and second, is the sanction consistent with previous 
sanctions imposed by the department pursuant to its own policies." Nelson v. Orem City. Dep't 
of Pub. Safety, 2012 UT App 147, P19-P20 (Utah Ct. App. 2012). 
Utah Courts have "set forth several factors for measuring the proportionality of 
sanctions." Nelson v. Orem City. Dep't of Pub. Safety, 2012 UT App 147, P23-24 (Utah Ct. 
App. 2012). The statute which governs the Orem City Employee Appeals Board <Utah Code 
Ann. § 10-3-1106) differs from the operative statute which governs the Commission (Utah Code 
Ann. § 10-3-~ 1012). However, the principals established in Nelson are derived from Ogden City 
which is governed by the same statute as the Commission and shall therefore guide the 
Commission,s review of whether Chief Marx' decision to demote Lt. Coyle is proportionate to 
Lt Coyle's misconduct The Commission may consider "exempl~ perfonnance b~ an 
employee as evidence against [demotion], while job violations and continued misbehavior could 
weight in favor of [demotion]. Ogden City. 2005 UT App. 274, P18, Further, the Courts ~ave 
said that a: 
"[ commission] may also consider the following factors: '(a) whether the violation 
is directly related to the employee's official duties and significantly impedes his or 
her ability to carry out those duties; (b) whether the offense was a type that 
. . 
adversely affects the public confidence in the department; ( c) whether the offense 
undermines the morale and effectiveness of the department; or ( d) whether the 
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offense was colllll)itted wilJfully or knowingly, rather than negligently or 
inadvertently. 11 
Nelson, 2012 UT App 174; P23~24 (quoting Harmon II. 171 P.3d 474, 2007 UT App 336. ~ 10.) 
After evaluating the facts of this case to determine whether 'the demotion of Lt. Coyle is 
proportionate to the severity of his misconduct, the Commission may reverse ChiefMarx choi-ce 
of discipline as unduly excessive "only when the punishment is "clearly disproportionate"'' to the 
offense, ... and 'exceeds the hounds cifreasonableness and rationality.,,, Ogden City, 2005 UT 
. . .. :1·. : .· · •. · . 
App 274, Pl 7 ·(Utah Ct App. 2005) (Quotirig:·1n ~ Discharge of Jones, 720 P.2d at 1363). 
Further the Commission must give "deference to the Chief; as he is best able to ·'balance the 
competing concerns in pursuing a particular disciplinary action."' Ogden City, 2005 UT App 
274, ,6 (Utah Ct. App. 2005) (Quoting: Hannon, 2005 UT. App. 274-117, 116 P.3d 973.). 
The second element, consistency, "simply requires the Department to abide by its own 
policies." Kelly, 2000 UT App 235, 'jf28, 8 P3.d 1048 (Quoting Lucas v. Mmray City Civ. 
Service Commission. 949 P .2d 746, 761 (Utah Ct App. 1997). The issue is whether the 
discipline is u[c]onsistent with the treatment of other officers for similar or more egregious 
conduct." Id atP27. (Quoting~ 2000UT App 235, ,127, 8 P.3d 1048.) The burden.is on 
the employee appealing the discipline to show ''some meaningful disparity of treatment between 
[him or] herself and other similarly situated employees,,,_ Nelson. 2012 UT App. 147, P27 (Utah 
Ct. App. 2012) (Quoting Kelly, 8.P.3d 1048, 2000 UT App 235, 131 ). "Meaningful disparate 
treatment can only he found when similar factual circumstances led to a different result without 
explanation." ML (Quoting Kelly, 8.P .3d 1048, 2000 UT App 235, 1 31 ). 
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SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE RECEIVED BY \VEST VALLEY CITY 
CIVIL SERVICE COMJ\fiSSION 
During the Hearing which took all of January 27 and 28, the Commission received into 
evidence: 1) a book of exhibits submitted by Lt Coyle, Nos. 1-72 with Nos. 9, 17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 
27, 29, 32, 38, 39, 45, 49, 53, 57, §1, 65-68, and 70 not admitted; 2) a book of exhibits submitted 
by West Valley City ("City'), Nos. 1-25 with Nos. 3, 6, 19, and 20 not admitted. The 
Commission also heard testimony from Deputy Chief Michael -Powell, Chief Lee Russo, City 
Manager Wayne Pyle, Deputy C~efLarry Mane, and Lt. (Officer) John Coyle. Other witnesses 
were subpoenaed or requested to be available by the Commission but did not testify as they 
invoked their Fifth Amendment right not to testify. These witnesses included Officer Sean 
McCarthey, Detective Kevin Salmon, Detective Chris Smith, Officer Barbra Lund, Detective 
Ricardo Franco, Officer Rafael Frausto and Sgt. MT Johnson. Having considered the evidence 
received during the Hearing, and having considered introductory and closing statements and the 
arguments of the parties, the Commission finds the following facts by a preponderance of the 
evidence: 
FINDINGS OF FACT RELEVANT TO MISCONDUCT BY LT. COYLE 
1. Lt. Coyle failed to timely file the required Statement-by-Appellant 
2. West Valley City did not raise the issue of the untimely filing of the Statement by 
Appellant through an interim or summary motion for default action, nor was any verbal objection 
made during any of the hearings. 
3.. After four years with Sandy City Police Department, Lt. Coyle became employed 
by the West Valley City Police Department (WVCPD") in the summer of2004 
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4. During his employment with WVCPD Lt. Coyle worked in several divisions 
• f'. . 
including investigations and patrol and was given the assignment to work with as a narcotics 
detective assigned to a DEA task force. 
5. Lt. Coyle has an positive service record with the West Valley City Police 
Department with one prior discipline, a letter of reprimand for an at fault 1raffic acci~ent in 
February 2009, prior to the demotion imposed August 28, 2013 which is the issue on appeal. 
6. Lt. Coyle received ongoing training in WVCPD policies an4 procedures related to 
• .. • •• • • • ~ • : • '.: • : • • •• ~: • • 
the WVCPD police operationsdming his eniploymentwith the City. Specifically, and in 
·. . . ·: ·::· #,. . . . .. ... . •· :· . ·,::·•::.•:-.·· 
relevant part, Lt. Coyle had been trained on the laws and WVCPD policies and procedures for 
the following: 
a. 804.3 Property Handling, 
b. 340.3.5 (ab) Conduct 
c, 300.5 Supervisor Responsibility. 
d. 1021.1 Use of force, Blue Team tracking. 
7. Lt. Coyle was promoted to sergeant in June 2006 and lieutenant in June or July 
2008 and assigned to various divisions including patrol and Neighborhopd Narcotics Unit 
(''NNlP'). 
8. 
'"'-:.·· .. 
a. Lt. Coyle received one day on-the job training by the sergeant he replaced when 
he was promoted to sergeant and no formal and limited infonnal training w~en he 
was promoted to lieutenant. 
As a lieutenant, based on the job description and testimony Lt. Coyle bad, among 
other duties, responsibility to: 
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a "[F]onnulateO and prescribe• work methods, and procedures," under the 
direction of his superiors. 
b. "Review violations of department policy, procedures, and citizen 
complaints .••. " "Administer•, recommend•, or review[], appropriate disciplinary action •... " 
c. "Develop• leadership and management skills in subordinates .... " 
cl. Is responsible for subordinates' written work. 
e. Directly supervise one sergeant, assuring compliance with law, policy and 
procedures, and properly manage the NNU case load. 
f. Supervise detectives indirectly through the sergeant 
9. Lt Coyle was assigned to NNU sometime in 2010 to December 2012 when the NNU 
was disbanded. 
a. Lt Coyle received no foimal and limited informal training when he was assigned 
as lieutenant to the NNU. 
b. The NNU had a manual which was -never given to Lt Coyle. 
c. Lt. Coyle relied on Sgt. Hansen, the NNU sergeant at the time of Lt Coyle's 
assignment to the NNU, for directjon as to NNU policies and procedures: _ 
d. Lt. Coyle was responsible to supervise the personnel in the NNU including a 
sergeant and a varying number of detectives during his time in the NNU. 
e. Lt. Coyle was supervised by then Captain Schwimmer and Deputy Chief Wells 
while assigned as lieutenant to the NNU. 
f. Lt. Coyle received exemplary reviews as the lieutenant for the NNU from then 
Captain Schwimmer. 
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g. Lt. Coyle did not receive any reviews as the lieutenant for the NNU from Deputy 
Chief Wells. 
h. Lt. Coyle did have weekly meetings with Deputy Chief Wells and did not receive 
any discipline or corrective action from Deputy Chief Wells. 
i. Neither then Captain Schwimmer nor Deputy Chief Wells visited the NNU nor 
did they participate in NNU operations. 
10. In December 2012 the NNU was disbanded after allegations misconduot which 
included that officers were keeping trop~es from cases, incorrectly using OPS 1rackers and 
mishand1ing evidence and the booking of evidence. 
a The NNU unit was investigated based on allegations ofNNU Det. 
Cowley. 
b. The investigation of the NNU included Lt Coyle, Sgt. Johnson, Det. 
Frausto~ Det. Lund, Det. Smith, Det. McCarthy, Del. Franco. Det. Salmon, and Det. Cowley. 
c. Lt Coyle' s supervisors were not investigated in connection with the 
allegations against the NNU. 
d. The specific Internai Affairs ~estigations into Lt Coyle were I.A. # 13-
008 and I.A. # 13-016 and included findings by the internal affairs investigator. Both I.A. 
investigations received, an adjudication by Deputy Chief Powell. I.A. #13-016 and its 
subsequent investigation served as the basis of the disciplinary hearing and detennination by 
Deputy Chief Marx. At some point in the process prior to the disciplinary hearing and 
determination the Police Standards Review Board ("PSRBn) also reviews allegations and 
proposed discipline and makes a recommendation. 
i. No disciplinary action was taken based on I.A. #13-008. 
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ii. The disciplinary action of this Appeal was taken based on I.A. 13-
016. 
e. On August 8, 2013, the PSRB reviewed the allegations against Lt. Coyle 
and sustained three counts of''Neglect of Duty" and one count "Policy Violation" related to Lt 
Coyle not properly supervising subordinates and ensuring that WVCPD policy was followed. 
The PSRB \Ulanimously recommended "Rank Reduction to patrolman.,, Lt Coyle was 
previously reviewed by the PSRB in relation to the same allegations but a different Internal 
•affairs investigation which sustained one violation of''Evidence" but did not make a 
recommendation as to discipline. 
f. At the same August 8, 2013 meeting the PSRB reviewed the allegations 
against Sgt. Johnson sustaining four counts of "Neglect of Duty" and one count ~'Policy 
Violation,, related to Sgt. Johnson not properly supervising subordinates and ensuring that 
WV CPD policy was followed. Five members of the PSRB recommended "Rank Reduction" and 
one member recommended "Termination." Sgt Johnson was previously reviewed by the PSRB 
in relation to the same ~egations but a different Internal affairs investigation which sustained 
one violation of "Mishandling Evidence" with a recommendation for no discipline finding a 
''training issue department wide. n 
g. At various times the PSRB reviewed. the allegations against the other 
members of the NNU related to the violations alleged by the detective in the NNU and sustained 
allegations and recommended discipline as follows: 
i. Det. Frausto. Allegations of"Theft', and "Conduct Unbecoming', 
were unfounded and exonerated respectively. 
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-ii. Det Lund. Sustained allegation of"Misbandling Evidence.'' No 
recommendation for disciplinary action. 
iii. Det. Smith. Sustained one allegation of "Mishandling Evidence." 
No recommendation for disciplinary action. 
iv. Dot. McCarthy. Sustained allegation of"Mishandling Evidence." 
No recommendation for disciplinary action. 
v. · ·· .. Det. Franco. Sustained allegations of "Mishandling Evidence," 
"Policy Violation (searches)," and."Policy Violation (confidential informants)." 
.. 
Recommendation of termination by five members and a week without pay by two members. 
vi. Det. Cowley. Sustained allegations of "Mishandling Evidence," 
"Policy Violation (searches)," and "Policy Violation (confidential informants)." 
Recommendation oftennination was unanbnous. 
vii. Det. Salmon, Sustained allegation of"Mishandling Evidence." 
Recommendation of no disciplinary action. 
h. At the time of Lt. Coyle's appeal heagiig all members of the NNU, except for 
.... . 
Det Sahnon and Det Cowley wh.Q either had not been disciplined or were in the process of 
appealing the discipline, had received discipline for which the appeals time had run as follows: 
i. Sgt. Johnson. Sustained violations of West Valley Police 
Department Policies 804.3 Property Handling, 340.3.S (ab) Conduct, 300.5 Supervisor 
Responsibility, and 1021.2.1 Blue Team. Software. Discipline imposed was 80 hours suspension 
from duty without pay. Sgt. Johnson had prior discipline in the form ofa 40 hour suspension in 
July 2005 for neglect of Duty. 
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ii. Det. Frausto. Sustruned violations of West Valley Police 
Department Policies 804.3 Property Handling. Discipline imposed was a letter of collllSel. Det. 
Frausto had 3- instances of prior discipline: 1) a letter of reprimand for a vehicle collision in 
November 1999; 2) letter of suspension for an at-fault automobile collision; 3) in December 
2002, and a letter of rounsel for neglect of duty in June 2007. 
iii. Det. Lund Sustained violations of West Valley Police Department 
Policie Chapter 1, § 100.4 Duties and Respons_ibilities, Chapter 9 § 3100.9 Unbecoming Conduct 
and Procedural Order, Chapter 30, § 12-00 Evidence Procedures. Discipline imposed was a 
letter of counsel. Det. Lund had 2 instances of prior discipline: l) a letter of counsel for 
mishandling evidence in June 2004; 2) a letter of reprimand for an at fault automobile collision 
in O~tober 2009. 
iv. Det Smith. Sustained violations of West Valley Police 
Department Policies 804.3 Property Handling, 8043631 Property Booking Procedure. Discipline 
imposed was a letter of counsel. Det. Smith had 6 instances of prior discipline: 1) a letter of 
reprimand for rudeness February 2001; 2) a letter of counsel for failure to complete paperwork in 
July 2004; 3) a letter of ~rimand for a pursuit violation October 2005; 4) a letter of suspension 
for neglect of duty in September 2008; 5) training for Civil Rights Violation June 201 0; 6) and a 
letter of counsel for mishandling evidence in November (the year was not given). 
v. Det McCarthy. Sustained violations of West Valley Police 
Department Policies 804.3 Property Handling. Discipline imposed was a letter of counsel. Det. 
McCarthy had 7 instances of prior discipline: 1) a letter of counsel in July 2012; 2) a letter of 
reprimand for insubordination jn January 2008 ;· 3) a suspension in August 2003 for conduct 
unbecoming an officer; 4) a letter ofreprimand for missing court on March 25, 2003; 5) a 
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suspension for negiect of duty in February 2003; 6)a letter of counsel for missing comt in March 
2003; 7) a letter of reprimand for an illegal search and seizure in March 2003. 
vi, Det. Franco. Sustained violations of West Valley Police 
Department Policies 804.3 Property Handling, 322,3 Searches, 608.2.1 (g) File System 
Procedures, 608.2.1 {h) File System Procedures, 608.4 Use of Infonnants, Discipline imposed 
was 40 hours suspension from duty without pay. Det Franco bad one prior discipline in the 
fonn ofletter of reprimand in July 2007 for vehicle.maintenance. 
i, The investigations into the NNU up to the time of Lt. Coyle's appeal hearing 
concluded that property and evidence were incorrectly handled as further addressed in finding 11 
below, 
j. A number of NNU cases were dismissed by the Salt Lake County District 
Attorney but the reasons for the dismissal of the cases was not made clear nor linked to the 
improper documentation of the chain of custody. 
k. The Investigations into the NNU up to the time of Lt Coyle's appeal hearing 
·concluded that there was one incident of unlawful use of a GPS tracker by Det. Franco which Lt. 
Coyle did not kn~w about at the time it was used, and that Lt Coyle had taken reasonable and 
appropriate steps to educate the sergeant arid detectives undethls supervision~ including Det 
Franco, in the proper use of GPS trackers. 
11. Lt. Coyle failed to comply with WVCPD policy 804.3 Property Handling: 
a. Prior to his assignment with the NNU, Lt Coyle had been trained in the 
WV CPD policy 804.3 Property handling and had experience with the DEA narcotics unit 
policies and procedures. 
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b. As a lieutenant, Lt. Coyle was responsible to assure that WV CPD policy 
804.3 Property handling was followed by subordinates and that proper procedures were in place 
for property handling. 
c. Lt. Coyle had authority to institute proper procedures to assure that 
WV CPD policy relating to property handling was followed Lt. Coyle could have sought 
clarification regarding policies and procedw-es at any time from his superiors, 
d. When Lt. Coyle was assigned to the NNU the standard procedure with 
forfeited vehicles was to clean out the vehicles at the City's yard and to keep tools, and loose 
change. Tools· stayed at the yard for future use and the change was used to purchase drinks and 
snacks for the employees of the NNU and visitors to the NNU. In a few isolated instances other 
property was retained by the NNU including a compact disk and snow scraper(s). Other property 
was either thrown out with the trash or, on-at least one occasion, donated to a thrift store. (The 
tools, loose change and other property are herein referred to as the "Property.") 
e. From the time Lt. Coyle was assigned to the NNU until the time the NNU 
was disbanded Lt. Coyle allowed the above described practice of handling Property from vehicle 
clean outs. 
f. Lt. Coyle handled property from seized vehicles by participating in the 
established practice of handling Property from vehicle clean outs. 
g, Lt Coyle could have but did·not change the practice ofNNU personnel 
under his supervision by allowing the practice·ofhandling Property from vehicle clean outs to 
continue. 
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h. The NNU detectives were not properly submitting supplemental repot'~ 
documenting the full chain of custody when one detective would transport evidence for another 
detective from the NNU offices to the evidence room which is located in a different building. 
i. Lt. Coyle failed to supervise the NNU personnel W1der bis supervision by 
allowing the practice of one detective transporting evidence for multiple detectives without filing 
the proper supplemental reports documenting chain of custody. 
12. Lt. Coyle failed to comply witp. WVCPD policy I 021.2.1 Blue Team Software. 
a. WVCPD policy 300.5 Supervisor Responsibility sets forth the 
responsibilities of a supervisor related to use of force. 
b. WVCPD officers were required to report the any. instance where they drew 
their handgun including traffic stops. 
o. Prior to Lt Coy1e's assignment to the NNU, there was an infonnal policy 
in the NNU that they did not have to document drawing their handguns in traffic stops as part of 
the use of force policy due to the nature of the NNU and the types of traffic stops that they 
regularly conducted. 
d. In 2011 the WV CPD began the process of implementing the Blue Team 
so~are as the tracking system for documenting all incidents of use of force including drawing a 
weapon during a traffic stop with no exception for the NNU. 
e. In 2012 the Blue Team policy 1-021.2.1 was made effective. 
f. As the lieutenant in charge of the NNU and with the implementation of 
Blue Team, Lt. Coyle never clarified the change in policy as it related to the NNU. 
g. The NNU did not comply with the Blue Team policy. 
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h. Reports of use of force in the NNU were more frequent under Lt. Coyle 
than under previous NNU supervisors. 
i. Lt Coyle's supervisors did not clarify the change in policy as it related to 
theNNU. 
j. Lt Coyle's supervisors did not verify compliance by the NNU with the 
change in policy prior to the investigation into the NNU in the summer and fall of 2012. 
13. Lt. Coyle failed to comply with WVCPD policy 340.3.5 (ab) Performance. 
a. At the time of his appointment as lieutenant of the NNU Lt Coyle had 
been a superviS()r either as a sergeant or a lieutenant for about four years. 
b. Lt Coyle received no formal supervisor training. 
c. Lt. Coyle received one day informal training as a sergean~ which was not 
related to the NNU, and none as a lieutenant. 
d. As a supervisor Lt Coyle prescribed work methods, and procedures for 
subordinates and was responsible to ensure compliance with department goals objectives and 
procedures. The work methods, and procedures instituted by Lt. Coyle included case 
management and training on WV CPD policies. 
e. Lt. Coyle did not regularly audit the sergeant or detectives under his 
direction for compliance with WVCPD policy. 
f. Lt Coyle,s supervisors did not regularly audit his activities with the NNU. 
Lt. Coyle never received any direction from his supervisors that the activities ofthe NNU were 
not incompliance with WV CPD policy prior to the investigation of the NNU. 
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g. The Investigation of the NNU showed violations of WVCPD policies 
inclu&ng 804.3, Property Handling, 340.3.S (ab) Conduct, 1021.2.1 Blue Team Software by 
members of the NNU. 
ANALYSIS 
I. LT, COYLEJS FAILURE TO TIMELY Fll.,E THE STATEMENT BY 
APPELLANT IS EXCUSED FOR GOOD CAUSE. · 
CSC Regulation §7.6 "Statement by appellant'' requires that the Statement by Appellant 
... be filed ~•[w]ithin seven days after receipt of the statement of disposition." The CSC Regulations 
do not specify whether to count working days or calendar days. By custom the CSC in the past 
has interpreted seven days to be seven working days which in West Valley City is a Monday 
through Thutsday schedule. The CSC regulations do not define or mention elsewhere the 
"statement of disposition." From context, the order of the procedural requirements in the CSC 
Regulations, and in light most favoring Lt. Coyle, who is required to submit the Statement by 
Appellant, it should have been filed within seven days after receipt of the Statement by 
Department filed on September 11, 2013. No evidence was provided to show the date when the 
Statement by Department was received. The specific date when it was received is not needed as 
the :filing of the Statement by Appellant on November 5, 2013 occurred ahnosttwo months after 
the filing of the. Statement by Department making it clear that a precise count of days is not 
necessary to determine that the Statement by Appellant was not filed timely. 
CSC Regulation§ 7.8 "Default" provides the Commission with discretion in d~termining 
what to do upon failure of a party to timely submit required documents. The Commission may 
default in favor of the nonwfailing party, investigate the matter, or excuse the failure for good 
cause. At the beginning of the Appeal Hearing on January 27, 2014 the Commission asked the 
parties whether either party knew of outstanding procedural issues or issues with prior motions 
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that needed to be addressed before beginning the parties presented their respective cases. 
Neither party rrused the issue of Lt Coyle failing to provide a timely Statement by Appellant 
The Commission bas determined that as the City did not raise any objections or motions prior to 
the commencement of the hearing, the City's ability to p~ent its case was not compromised by 
Lt. Coyle's untimely filing, and that significant time was invested by the parties and the 
Commission, there is good cause at this point in the Appeal to excuse the Lt Coyle's failure. 
II. SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE EXISTS TO SUPPORT THE ALLEGATION THAT 
LT. COYLE VIOLATED THE WESTV ALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
POLICY 804.3 PROPERTY HANDLING, 340.3.5 {AB) CONDUCT, 300.5 
SUPERVISOR RESPONSIBILITY, 1021.2.1 BLUE TEAM SOFrW ARE. 
As the WVCPD discipline process includes several steps-and recommendations by 
several entities it is necessary identify which allegations are reviewed by the Commission. The 
Commission received this Appeal after issuance of an "order of discipline" by Deputy Chief 
Marx. Further, in detennining whether the discipline is proportional deference must be given to 
Deputy Chief Mane. Therefore, the.commission's review of the facts supporting the discipline is 
limited to those sustained findings by Deputy Chief Marx in the letter Re: "notice of disciplinary 
decision" (the "order of discipline") issued by Chief Marx to Lt. Coyle August 28, 2013. In the 
order of discipline Deputy Chief Marx sustained violations of WV CPD policy 804.3 Property 
Handling, 340.3.5 (ab) Conduct, 300.5 Supervisor Responsibility, 1021.2.1 Blue Team Software. 
From testimony and argument Lt. Coyle admitted that while be was_ assigned as 1he 
lieutenant of the NNU there were violations ofWVCPD policy 804.3 Property Handling related 
to the practice of one detective transporting evidence for other detectives from the NNU to the 
evidence room without proper supplemental reports. Lt. Coyle explained that he understood that 
the detectives were documenting their actions in regards to evidence handling to establish the 
chain of custody but admitted that he relied on Sgt. Johnson to verify that it was being done 
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correctly ·acf did not verifyco"inpliance with policy fiiiiiseit Tfuough.ilie"invest(gationhe·. .. . .. 
recognized ~at the detectives were not properly documenting the- practice. 
Also in testimony and argument Lt. Coyle admitted that while he was assigned as the 
lieutenant ofthe NNUtherewerevioiations o~~CPDpolicy 1021.1 Blue Team and300.5 
Supervisor Responsibility, requiring the ~ocllm:entation of all uses of force i~~luding the display 
of a fireann dming a traffic stop and the responsibilities of the supervisor when there is a 
.. ·. .. . .. ·•. . .-. .. . .. 
reported use of force. Lt. Coyle expla~ed that whe~_he was assigned to the NNU the policy for 
the wyci>pjya(t~, docuilieht_ ~fdi~plays :~i~ ~-~ )~blucling' durint~ ~c stop but that the 
·'··_:' ·. ?, \'.i. :<· :./·'::.:· .. :·.:· _:.~·:::: .•······ ~- .·.·.,:;~ 'J :, .. :::.-\:~ ~i ~. :~ . · .. :=. ·./~}.: .. ·' .. 
practice for the NNU was different dtie ·to the·types of traffic stops·condiicted by the NNU and 
• • •• • ·: ·: .. .,_... 'I, •• ,. ! ·: ,'•! . , :1- . , .~;t .._ ~ ·. .. -:·. · · · :' · 
the ~uency with which th~ members -~f th~ NNU ~i~layed their fireanns. Prior to the training 
and implementation of policy 1021.1 Lt. Coyl~'s supervisors confinned the NNU's practice that 
was _different than the policy and practice for !)ther ~ivisions of the ~CPD. 
WV CPD policy 1021.1 Blue Team began implementation in 20_1 l with training to the 
entire department leading up to adoption into policy in July of 2012. Lt Coyle allowed the NNU 
to continue under the prior practice of not docmnenting displays of firearms during traffic stops 
despite the requirements of 1 oi1.1. This l?ra?,tice co~~~ued through fall of201~ when the NNU 
was suspended ~en disb~ded in December of2012 • 
. ·.:·~ . . . .: .. . . . . . . . . . . 
Lt. Coy~e dispu~~s wh~ther the practi~ cleaning out seized vehicles and keeping tools 
and loose change for NNU use and disposing of other contents in the garbage or to thrift stores 
. . '. . 
constitutes a violation of WVCPD Policy 804.3 Property Han4ling. He argues that the policy is 
not clear in directing what to do with property in seized vehic]es. Further that the practice in 
place prior to his assignment to the NNU was consistent with the practice while he supervised 
the NNU. While he does not dispute that past practices may be changed by WV CPD it was not 
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Finally, the handling of seized vehicles was the responsibility of Det. Frausto based on his 
specific training in seized property and by assignment while he was in the NNU and while he 
was assigned to a different WV CPD division or unit 
The Commission has detennined that Lt. Coyle followed past practice in hapdling the 
property from seized vehicles and that it was transparent and known by at least one of Lt. 
Coyle's supervisors, Deputy Chief Wells. As the policy is not specific and practice was 
established at the time Lt. Coyle was assigned to the NNU, it was administered by a detective 
trained in seized property, and as it was sanctioned by Lt. Coyle's supervisor, the Commission 
determines that LT. Coyle did not violate WVCPD Policy 804.3 Property Handling as it relates 
to the cleaning out of seized vehicles. 
ID. THE CHARGES DO NOT WARRANT THE SANCTION OF DEMOTION. 
~ There are two elements in determining whether the discipline imposed is merited by the 
charges against the employee. "First, is whether the discipline is proportional; and second is the 
sanction consistent with previous sanctions imposed by the department pursuant to its own 
policies.,, Nelson v. Orem City. Dep't of Pub. Safety, 2012 UT App 147, P 20 (Utah Ct App. 
2012). The Commission finds that while Lt. Coyle's actions in property handlin~ recording use 
--~ 
of force and supervision are technical violations.of the "?'VCPD policies, demotion is both 
disproportionate to the technical natw-e of the violation and inconsistent with discipline imposed 
on other officers for similar or the same violations. 
A. THE SEVERITY OFLT. COYLE'S DISCIPLINE-DEMOTION-JS. 
DISPROPORTIONATE TO ms CONDUCT AS THE LIEUTENANT IN 
CHARGE OF THE NEIGHBOruiO0D NARCOTICS UNIT WHEN 
EXAMINED IN LIGHT OF ms PREVIOUS DISCIPLINARY IDSTORY 
AND THE SUPERVISION HE RECEIVED. 
I. The sustained allegation of improper documentation of evidence and the 
improper documentation of use of force are technical violations. 
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throiighoiif llie Hearing ilu, City argued that u. · Coyle;s violations ·of policy were .. 
significant and that as a supervisor he was held to a higher standard. Further that Lt Coyle's 
failed to accept responsibility for his failures as a supervisor and his faHure to assure compliance 
with law and WVCPD policy within the NNU brought dishonor to WVCPD and undermined the 
public trust in WV CPD. The Commission agrees that supervisors are held to higher standards. 
however, the violations of policy sustained by the eommission are technical in nature and by 
themselves without the heightened scrutiny that WVCp_D and~~ NNU were under due to the 
tmSubstantiated ~egations of more se~ous violations, do not bring dishonor to WV CPD or 
undermine the public trust. 
The NNU practice of one detective transporting evidence for another detective is a 
technical violation of policy. WV CPD policy 804.3 ''Property Handling" requires that "an 
employee who first comes into possession of any property, shall retain such property in his/her 
possession until it is properly tagged and placed in the designated property locker or storage 
room." As Lt. Coyle admitted, the NNU practice did not follow the policy. Lt. Coyle was 
negligent in assuring that the policy was followed. However, there was no evidence presented 
by the City that this failure to ensure the policy was followed Wtdennined the moral and 
effectiveness of WVCPD or damaged public.confidence. Further, there was no :finding by 
anyone throughout the investigation that Lt Coyle or members of the NNU were keeping 
trophies or items of significant value as originally alleged which created much of the lack of trust 
and affected the morale and effectiveness of WVCPD. . 
The City argues that the Salt Lake County District Attorney's Office dismissed numerous 
cases due to Lt. Coyle and the NNU's failure to properly handle evidence which does damage 
publi'c confidence and affects the morale of WVCPD. The City points to news articles and 
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public statements by the District Attorney as evidence. However the City did not provide the 
Commission credible evidence through testimony or official records from the District Attorney 
that the reason for the District Attorney's dismissal of any of the cases brought by WVCPD was 
due to Lt Coyle or the NNU's failure to properly handle evidence. 
Finally Lt Coyle admitted that he failed to ensure that members of the NNU were 
properly documenting use of force pursuant to the new Blue Team policy. Prlor to the 
implementation of the BlueTeam policy which began in 2011 but did not take effect until 2012 
the NNU did not have to document each time one of its members-drew their weapon during a 
traffic stop as a use of force. Throughout the process of implementing the new policy in which 
all of the WVCPD, including members of the NNU v,rere required to document any time a 
weapon was removed from its holster, neither Lt. Coyle, his supervisors nor Sgt. Johnson 
recognized the effect of the change in policy on the NNO's practice and operating procedures. 
Lt. Coy.le's negligence was mitigated by the fact that any violation was in the first few months of 
the actual implementation of the policy. The Commission agrees with Lt Coyle that this 
violation, due to time end the lack of impact it had on WV CPD due to the NNU continuing a 
previously sanctioned practice that~ not under scrt_1tiny at the time, is technical in nature. 
When considering Lt. Coyle's violations, it is clear that they relate to his official duties 
however due to the lack of clear policy direction, evidence ofhann done to WVCPD in terms of 
public confidence and employee morale by Lt. Coyle in violating policy the Commission finds 
that the substantiated violations are technical. 
I. Disciplinary History. 
In the Notice of pre-disciplinary meeting issued by Chief Marx to Lt. Coyle, Chief Marx 
points out that since Lt. Coyle was hired in July 2000, he has not been disciplined though the 
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record indicates one discipline, a letter of reprimand, for a traffic accident in 2009. Lt. Coyle's 
employment file shows regular promotion and a progression in the responsibility given to him, 
Lt. Coyle's supervisors, including then Captain Schwimmer and Chief Wells who supervised Lt. 
Coyle as the NNU lieutenant, gave him positive performance evaluations ~ feedback. 
Having found that Lt. Coyle's policy violations were technical in nature and that his 
employm~t hi!rtory is positive and indicates that he was a valued and conbibuting employee, the 
Co~sion now applies th~ principles described in Nelson (Supra) to the present case.· The 
Commission concludes that despite giving deference to Chlef Marx, given Lt. Coyle's otherwise 
positive r-ecord, the evidence presented to the Commission at the hearing of the technical policy 
violations does not justify a demotion given that the violations were not the.cause of the loss of 
public confidence in WVCPD and did not undeanine employee morale as they were not willful. 
. . 
Chief Marx own texts to Lt Coyle recommending a suspension. the ~e discipline give to Sgt. 
Johnson, as appropriate discipline support the Commission's conclusion. 
B. THE SEVERITY OF LT. COYLE,S.DISCIPLINE-DEMOTION -IS NOT 
CONSISTENT WITH THE TREATMENT OF OTHER OFFICERS FOR 
SIMILAR coNDu'CT. . 
The facts of Lt, Coyle' s viol.~tlons are th~ same or simil~ underlying facts and violations 
for many of the members of the NNU. Foremost among them.is Sgt. Johnson. Both Lt Coyle 
. and Sgt. Johnson were investigated for the same violations relating to property handling, 
conduct, supervisor responsibility and Blue Team Software. (Supervisor responsibility and Blue 
Team Software are both related to the change in use of force requirements.) Both LT. Coyle and 
Sgt Johnson were supervisors in the NNU. While Lt Coyle had overall responst'bility for the 
members of the NNU, Sgt. Johnson was the front line supervisor working the same shifts as the 
detectives. 
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Unlike U Coyle, Sgt. Johnson had a prior disciplinary history in which he was 
suspended 40 how-s for neglect of duty. In an examination of the other members of the NNU, 
while they did not have supervisor responsibility, their disciplinary history is replete with letters 
of counsel, written reprimands and other discipline, In one case, Det McCarthy he has seven 
instances of discipline, two of which were suspensions. In the present case he was dispiplined 
for mishandling property, the same charge as Lt. Coyle, and even with his significant prior 
disciplinary history he only received a letter of counsel. Det. Smith also received a letter of 
counsel in this case for property handling violations despite his 6 previous instances of discipline 
one ofwhlch was for a prior issue of mishandling evidence. 
Applying the standard in Kelly (Supra) to an examination of the based on the discipli~e 
meted out for similar or the same violations from members of the NNU, including the other 
supervisor, the Commission finds that Chief Marx's decision to demote Lt Coyle is not 
consistent. Further, the City provided no evidence that other supervisors in similar situations 
were similarly disciplined, nor did the City show a policy or standard showing that certain 
offences merited certain discipline to rebut the evidence provided by Lt Coyle. The only 
evidence provided to the Commission is that of the discipline of the other NNU officers lliat 
were investigated at the same time as Lt. Coyle. 
CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
The Commission hereby concludes that the preponderance of the evidence shows that Lt. 
Coyle did violate WV CPD policies 8.04.3 Property Handling, 300,5 Supervisor Responsibility 
and 1021.2. l Blue Team Software and that such violations were technical in nature. The. 
Commission concludes that the sanction of demotion imposed by Chief Marx for the technical 
violations of the WVCPD policies is unwarranted as it is disproportionate to the sustained 
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violations of WVCPD Policy and inconsistent with the treatment of other officers for similar 
conduct. Therefore the Commission orders that Lt Coyle be reinstated to his position as a Lt 
.. 
and receive the baqk pay due for the time which he was demoted. 
Thls Decision and Order is unanimously approved by the Commission. _The Commission 
. . 
hereby certifies this Decision and Order to the West Valley City Chief of Police as the head of 
the department from whose order the appeal was taken. The dooision is :firiai and shall be 
immediately enforced by the Chi~fi~-;ccord~ce with Utah O>de § 10-3-1012 .. 
Dated this 15th, dayofMay20.14. '.· · · 
WEST VALLEY CITY CIVIL SERVJCE COMMlSSION 
Isl Dianne Neibuhr 
Dianne Neibuhr, Commission Chair 
Isl Da-s1idAttridge 
David Attridge, Commissioner 
Isl William Leach 
Bill Leach, Commissioner 
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